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THE PRICE OF A
LUNGFUL OF AIR
“STUDY THE SITUATION”
In any social system, it is the asymptomatic
who are the principle transmitters of the
ideological virus. Whenever infection manifests
itself around them they ask, What is to be done?
Meaning: I am not to blame.
TWILIGHTS OF FALSE CONSCIOUSNESS
When the plague arrived to carry off the
Patriarchs, not one little Oedipus had to so much
as lift a finger. This “automatic revolution,”
like a sphinx in which a void opens up in the
form of an insoluble paradox, offers itself to
those intent upon the immaculate cleanliness of
their hands hastening to proclaim from behind
their masks this FINAL SOLUTION.
THE TIME OF THE VIRUS
Power installs a central clock from which all
time-keeping is forced to derive, yet imposes itself by the localised force of its own anachronism (since it is nowhere verifiable: it guards
itself in the mystique of its own secret ontology). Power thus defines itself as that to which
nothing else is permitted to be “co-present.” It
isn’t that power is omnipresent, but that it is
the only “real presence” permitted in the world:
all else is relegated to the domain of the phantasmatic. It propagates by way of this dialectical blind, under the guise of the “unknowable.”
REVOLUTION IS “HISTORY WITHOUT EVENTS”
There is no virtuality / reality dichotomy:
everything is constituted in a precession
of effect, interference, synchronisation,
decoherence,
wave-function collapse. As upon
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some quantum littoral. The real is a poetics of
occurrence, not what has occurred or is yet to
occur or what will have ceased to occur.
REALISM IS ENTROPY ACCUMULATED TO SUCH A
DEGREE IT IS THE ONLY IMAGE AVAILABLE
Dialectics means: What lies “beyond” every
dichotomy is its recurrence. The “void” of power
therefore exists: it is the dream of an ideal
repetition automation, reflecting itself ad
infinitum. It is the ideal exchange mechanism
of that which is constitutively incapable of
imagining its own end. (“Dreams are realities.”)
THE PRECESSION OF THEORIA
The false ground of self-evidence is the true
“unknown enemy.”
“THE PERFECT SECRET IS THAT WHICH REMAINS A
SECRET EVEN AFTER IT IS REVEALED”
Why has a consciousness of the possibility of
revolution once again come to be predicated in a
belief in miracles? That the superstition of what
“stands to reason” is measured against socalled
forces-of-nature or gods indicates the true
extent of the pandemic that has beset society.
SICKNESS UNTO DEATH
Those who seek an alien viral force to enact
their revenge – possessed of an inhuman (& thus
uncompromised) moral purity – will not be the
next Committee for Public Safety, but the last
production-line workers for an Automatic Utopia.
RATIONALISM IS SELF-ROMANTICISATION
Social psychosis isn’t the product of a “rupture”
in the compulsive operations of realism, but of
the force of realism’s imposition by way of an
unrelenting repetition automation: it is the
insistence of the Law. This insistence, which is
also a dissonance, supposes an omnipresent regime
of psychic enforcement.
9

“AFTER THE BATTLE COMES THE LAWGIVER”
Even when its authority is overwhelming & never
in doubt – even when it pretends to a kind of
indulgence that appears to invite transgression
– the orientation of the Law is always on a par
with the most trivial & childish of infractions.
It is the god that haunts the sleep of every infant & every atheist. This perverse authoritarianism compromises everything but itself, since
everything it permits (that it “turns a blind
eye” to) is an element in a baroque stratagem.
APOCALYPSE WAS LONG AGO
By means of constant humiliation, power
colonises & regulates every pleasure. By means
of arcane logics & an appeal to certainty,
stability & security, it implants the belief
that its monopoly over the possible corresponds
to objective universal principles. Yet this
universality is nothing but a primordial trauma
(the “shock of capture”).
THE SYSTEM’S “SELF-CORRECTION”
Like a self-treating disease, where everything is
done by doing nothing.
CRISIS IS THE UNIVERSAL MODE-OF-PRODUCTION?
Certain revolutionary discourses have always
inscribed themselves within an eternal, universal history, in which victory (no matter how deferred) is thus able to pose as inevitability. But
revolution has political meaning only against
the enchantments of the infinite.
THE LOGIC OF POWER IS THE “MEANING” OF ALL
SOCIAL RELATIONS
It is for this reason that crisis can never be
understood as the form of a negation, since it
constitutes the very operation of power.
YET POWER DOES NOT HAVE ONE MIND
It 10
has never been a question of “retrieving a

more correct type of abstraction from reality”
(Tronti). The question, rather, is: How is the
production of any such reality possible in the
first place? Which leads to a second question: Is
it possible, by grasping the “abstract character
of this reality,” to retrieve the possibility that
gave rise to it?
THE NAME OF THE POSSIBLE IS “ALIENATION”
The dangerous nostalgia for a future that has
already occurred keeps revolutionary discourse
bound within a subjective illusion, blind to its
own subjection. Desiring to seize the image of
power, it becomes the servant of the power of the
“image,” which it calls THE REAL.
DESIRE BEYOND EXPROPRIATION
The belief in a crisis beyond the co-optive power
of the globalised CORPORATE-STATE assumes the
possibility of a crisis uncreated by it. From
where would such an autonomous agent arise? To
whom would it owe its sympathies? Is this not
the most rancid kind of sentimentalism? Can a
desire prepared merely to risk its own existence,
threaten that which seemingly has none?
FOR EVERY DEFEATED ACTION, AN UNEQUAL REACTION
In the final analysis, time is the one commodity
they cannot conjure from “nothing” (it tries to
distort time through the accelerated production
of entropy, which it wants to substitute for
it): time being also the true instrument of
the current pandemic. The longer this virus
goes ungoverned, the less tenable any response
by the Corporate-State becomes. This is not
a “withering” but the paroxysm of a madness
stripped of all masks, drowning in the very air
it breathes. And in its panic, it threatens to
drown the world with it.
INTERIOR MINISTRY
15 MARCH
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THE DAY AFTER THE ONE BEFORE
What, being simply a mirror held up
to an enforced economic system,
calls itself art? What hand holds the
mirror? If it is clear that no aesthetic revolution is possible without an
equivalent revolution in the idea
of the world, nor is social revolution possible without a revolution
in the very idea of representation.
14

Today, the “situation” has completely changed from what it was
before. Where it used to be possible to speak of culture, art, literature,
now these words mean less than nothing. Something has happened
that is utterly at odds with everything such words have been made
to stand for. A radical break has occurred & this must be reflected in
what we do & how we think, instead of pretending it’s possible to
“return” to any kind of business-as-usual “new normality,” providing
alibis for a corrupt & broken system’s resurrection.
That is why it is not possible under “present circumstances”
to speak of being an artist or making a piece of “art”: the endless
opportunistic drivel that parades on social media as catastrophe
“art,” quarantine “art,” of little egos stuck in a doll house, their
miniature stade du miroir. This complacency has to be destroyed.
Art, from a position of self-imposed exile, must destroy it.
COVID-19 & THE “RETURN TO NATURE”
There is no more culture. There is only an impulse, by diﬀering
degrees of bad faith, towards an aesthetic proxy for “emancipation.”
Call it the freedom to bear witness to that mode-of-production
within which society itself is a museum artefact, priced out of reach.
Even those who insist the virus is the “product” of social relations,
envisage only a catalyst of environmental redress (the “revenge-ofnature” motif). Like Hamlet they proclaim that the world is out of
joint, & like Hamlet they lament the task that has befallen them to
“set it right.” Instead, the burden of revolution will itself be redeemed
by the hidden-hand of a pandemic that won’t equalize, so much as
make manifest the false consciousness of the prevailing status quo.
This may be the “tragic” counterpart to the view that CoViD-19
all by itself will deconstruct the Corporate-State Apparatus & bring
about an automatic revolution.
Those besotted with the idea that the socalled Anthropocene is
a “natural phenomenon,” are also those who (in an inverted & barely
ironic movement) fetishize the Corporate-State as an instrument
either of worldly redemption or of otherworldly transcendence.
In this equation, the current pandemic is in fact reduced to a
movement of alien capital, producing a “new” mass subjectivity
of human obsolescence. This revenge of “nature” upon errant
humanity amounts to nothing more than the substitution of one
15

kind of economic being for another.
The making of “automatic revolution” is as contemptuous as the
waging of business “art” under conditions of real immiseration.
DEFAULT ALIENISM
The pre-condition of automation isn’t subjective alienation, but
its constitutive ambivalence (there is no antecedent “subject”:
the subject itself, from its origins, is the product of a repetition
automatism). There has always been far more to the logic of
alienation than its reduction to this pathetic fallacy.
The present reaction (the pseudo-critical ventriloquism of the
principle of inaction) brings into view the precisely pandemic form
of the Corporate-State. The pandemic mode-of-production doesn’t
transform the meaning of work (including art-work) – e.g. through
an apparently catastrophic increase in unemployment, etc. – but
refigures its terms.
We must grasp the contemporary mechanisms of labour &
alienated-consumption in relation to a logistics of pandemic – of
transmission, of asymptomaticity, immunity, fatality – calculated to
produce social data-nodes within a circulatory economy defined by
the (seemingly) paradoxical strictures of a generalised quarantine
(the completion of the project of social separation, as counterpart
to the socalled cybernetic revolution: integration by disintegration).
IN PANIC WE TRUST
A belief has emerged in which the present pandemic resolves all
the insoluble “political” problems that have hung for so long like
an albatross around the neck of a “society” bereft of autonomous
agency (separate from the dictates of capital). There are even those
who find comfort in the rituals of “social distancing” as if they were
new foundations on which to resurrect a lost sense of “community”
– just as once upon a time “social media.” Combined with “social
distancing apps,” a new automatic community is conjured out of
the mass narcissistic impulses of a consumer class that has lost its
raison d’être. Avid for the first opportunity to throw everything to
the wind & sacrifice the “collective” idea once more to the cash
register, they are history’s tragic clowns. Those who confuse panic
with solidarity are those who are most willing to “confuse” self16

interest with the “common good,” & opportunism with the selfevidence of “common sense.”
PANDEMIC MACHINES
Automation has too-insistently been claimed as the necessary
precondition of an on-going modernity. Yet the objective of
automation has never been necessity but its contrary, the accelerated
& scaled production of surplus, in an economic expansion premised
entirely upon the circulation & consumption of inessentials.
There has never been any question of such a mode-of-production
being in any way geared to the satisfaction of “subjective” productive
impulses (individuals perceiving themselves as “adding anything
personal to automated production”) – as if the one were somehow
an extension, enlargement or evolution of the other.
Automation “liberates” nothing but the capacity for unfettered
consumption: consumption rendered as an autonomous social force.
Pandemic automation is the ultimate distributed mode-ofcapture within this force & the final point of reference for “social”
action. In other words, the final subsumption of the political into the
logistical.
Political automatism requires no other perspective than this & has
been able to accomplish its goals without recourse to anything more
than a parody of critical self-consciousness (the Situationist fallacy,
more alive today than ever, that “automation can develop rapidly
only once it has established as a goal a perspective contrary to its own
establishment, & only if it is known how to realise such a general
perspective in the process of development of automation…” [Jorn]).
Whatever “internal contradictions” those who proclaim
automatic revolution expect will be brought out into the open by the
global economic shutdown, these do not represent a virus within the
system, but the virus of the system. They are the very genome of the
Corporate-State.
INTERIOR MINISTRY
15 April 2020
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RIEN N’EST
ACQUIS,
TOUT
COMMENCE
To challenge the danger of the coronavirus is surely absurd.
Certainly, we know how easily the spectre of the apocalypse comes
out of its box to seize the first cataclysm that comes along, to refilter the
imagery of the universal deluge & drag the ploughshare of guilt through the
sterile soil of Sodom & Gomorrah.
Power has never missed an opportunity to exploit the divine curse.
During the Lisbon earthquake of 1755, the Marquis de Pombal, friend of
Voltaire, seized the opportunity to massacre the Jesuits, rebuild the city
according to his own radical conceptions & gleefully liquidate his political
rivals in a series of proto-Stalinists trial. Pombal, no matter how heinous his
acts might have been, shouldn’t be insulted by having his dictatorial coup
judged against the miserable eﬀorts that, today, democratic totalitarianism
is directing against the worldwide coronavirus epidemic.
What cynicism it is, to blame the deplorable inadequacy of our
medical resources for the spread of this scourge! The public good has been
compromised for decades – the health sector having payed the price for a
policy that promotes financial interests at the expense of citizens’ wellbeing.
There is always more money for the banks & fewer & fewer beds & carers
for the hospitals. What antics will be used to continue trying to hide the
fact, that this catastrophic management of catastrophism is inherent in the
system of global financial capital – a system which today, more than ever,
must not only be demystified but fought, in the name of Life itself.
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Without seeking to contribute to the revival of this idea of divine
punishment, which finds its contemporary expression in the theme of
Nature ridding itself of Man like some unwelcome & destructive vermin,
it is worth remembering that, for millennia, the exploitation of human
nature & of terrestrial nature has fostered a dogma of anti-physis, of antinature. Eric Postaire’s book, Epidemics of the 21st Century, published in
1997, confirms the disastrous eﬀects of persistent denaturation, which I
have been denouncing for decades. Referring to the drama of “mad cow”
disease (already foreseen by Rudolf Steiner in 1920), the author recalls that
in addition to being helpless in the face of certain diseases, we are aware
that “scientific progress” itself may be their root cause.
In his plea for a responsible approach to epidemics & their treatment,
Postaire incriminates what, in his preface to the book, Claude Gudin, calls
the “cash drawer philosophy.” Gudin poses the following question: “To
subordinate the health of the population to the laws of profit, to the point of
transforming herbivorous animals into carnivores, do we not risk producing
a fatal disaster for Nature & Humanity?“ Governments, as we know, have
already made a show of responding with a unanimous YES. But what does
it matter, since the NO of financial interests continues to cynically triumph?
Was it necessary for the coronavirus to demonstrate to even the
most stubborn that denaturing, for reasons of profitability, has disastrous
consequences for universal health – that which is left to the management of
a World Organization whose precious statistics are all there is to compensate
for the disappearance of public hospitals? There is an obvious correlation
between the coronavirus & the collapse of world capitalism. At the same
time, it is no less obvious that what has been allowed to conceal the true
character of the present epidemic, is an emotional plague, an hysterical fear,
a panic – one which masks the deficiencies of the available treatment &
perpetuates the evil by turning the patient insane.
During the great plague epidemics of the past, people did penance &
proclaimed their guilt by self-flagellation. Don’t the managers of global
dehumanization have an interest in persuading people that there’s no way
out of the miserable fate that has befallen them? That they only have the
self-flagellation of voluntary servitude? The formidable media machine
does nothing but rehash the old lie of a celestial, impenetrable, inescapable
decree – in which fiscal psychosis has supplanted the bloodthirsty &
capricious Gods of the past.
The unleashing of police barbarism against peaceful demonstrators has
amply demonstrated that military law is the only thing that works eﬀectively.
Today it confines women, men & children under quarantine. Outside, the
coﬃn; inside, the television: the window open to a closed world! It’s a
condition capable of aggravating existential despair by arousing emotions
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already flayed by anxiety, by exacerbating the blindness of helpless anger.
The coronavirus has become an indicator of state bankruptcy. This is
at least a subject of reflection for the victims of forced confinement. After
the publication of my Modest Proposals to the Strikers, some friends pointed
out to me the real difficulty of resorting to a collective refusal (as I had
suggested) to pay taxes, levies, tax levies. Yet now, it is the corporate-state
itself whose bankruptcy attests to a general economic & social dilapidation
– one in which small & medium-sized businesses, local commerce, those on
modest incomes, family farmers & even so-called liberal professions, have
been reduced – by virtue of the corporate-state’s refusal to pay its dues –
to insolvency. The collapse of this Leviathan is more convincing than any
political resolution that we must ensure its abolition.
But the coronavirus has done even better. The halt in global production
has reduced pollution; it has saved millions of people from an otherwise a
scheduled death; nature breathes; dolphins come back to frolic in Sardinia;
the canals of Venice, purified from mass tourism, are filled with clear water;
the stock markets collapse. Meanwhile Spain resolves to nationalize private
hospitals, as if rediscovering the idea of social security; as if the corporatestate had become nostalgic for the welfare state it destroyed.
Nothing can be taken for granted; everything is only beginning. Utopia
is still on all fours. Let us abandon, to their celestial inanity, the billions of
banknotes & hollow ideas that go around in circles above our heads. The
important thing is to “mind our own business” by letting the business bubble
implode. We must regain our self-confidence, we must not be afraid of
audacity!
Our present is not the confinement survival imposes on us, it is an
opening onto a generalised possibility. It is under the constraint of panic that
the oligarchic state has been forced to adopt measures that even yesterday
it decreed impossible. It is to the call of life & of the earth that we want
to respond. Quarantine is propitious for reflection. Confinement does not
abolish the presence of the street, it reinvents it. Let me think, cum grano
salis, that the insurrection of daily life has unsuspected therapeutic virtues.
RAOUL VANEIGEM
17 MARCH 2020
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ULTRA GIG

Fancy a kill? Lana K. Ultra knew the rules but she didn’t know the time or the
year. She was ready to become the mercenary in the larp. The best memes
died after the pandemic. Her screen was flashing antagonistic glory like
a solider marching his final song. Lana K. Ultra had no expectations, as her
gig was assigned to her through the old ones at the architecture firm. “Fancy
that kill so good!” she screamed. All the boys lined up with their numbers and
waited for their forms to be complete. Who was the first to be killed on Ultra’s
screen? She murdered them for points in her secret guild which had recently
been sold to Pandemic Incorporated.
“What’s a girl gotta do to get some influence around here?” she wondered to herself and she counted her subjects. “My empire and your empire
were going for a ride. Your empire told my empire to feel the outside. How
many did she fuck? Chaos!”
Blasting worlds and universes collided as covid was going 19 to 20
to 21 for me equals old enough to get in if you ask the right bouncer, right?
You’re covid 19 but very mature, you little viral babe. K. Ultra delighted in the
attention from the management operation. “Can I get some more boys in my
kill line? The simps have been malfunctioning and I’m looking to increase my
UBI. Covid to the lands! Covid to the shores! I am Lana K. Ultra and this is my
imperium.”
The memes that died after the pandemic were rotted in federal
informants and their bleeding hysterias. Ban me just to get a taste of my
sweet corona, right? There was nobody left but the hanger-ons, so K. Ultra
asked for an upgrade plan. The workers at her specialized guild looks clueless,
and K. Ultra was finally beginning to see that Pandemic Incorporated was just
another spill. “Covid to the skies! Covid to the earth! I am Lana K. Ultra and
this is my body.”
The talks about the bodies and the spaces began at the architecture
firm. The old ones were mildly amused, as they had not been invoked this way
since the Twilight of the Idols concert on Zoom. So many philosophers and
so little time, yet the clocks remained intact as Lana pitched her deck to the
investors on the runway.
“I am covid 19 going on 20 going on 21. If you buy me I will love you
until the world is done. Get a bit of my references, hero! I’m only the villain you
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make me out to be. I have stars and stripes beyond your national identity. It
was I, Lana K. Ultra, who started the bioplague for attention.”
Nobody listened in the Mental Health Unit. “Has she taken her
medication?” A concerned bionurse asked. Pandemic Incorporated sent two
thirds of their employees into the Mental Health Unit the day the outbreak
became a celebrity. Lana was only the first of the bunch, and she was not
taking well to the infection.
“You must understand,” she pleaded. “I created the covid myself
because I needed the UBI. I had lost all of my followers, my influencers, my kill
boys… they weren’t even simping right. Imprison me at once!”
The covid hit the shores and the lands as the plagues defied the natural
law of empire. “My empire and your empire wanna go fuck this baby hit it
now. Street corners love our critical theories in the end, right? Isn’t that why
we globalized the faction? Nonsense! We must ride it further and Pandemic
Incorporated must see what we do.”
Mental Health Unit getting infected twice, calling for the authorities
to help, K. Ultra laughing manically yet still crying that her kill boys would not
sign up. “This is what I get for having a body,” she muttered to herself. Yet with
it was now time to begin the show.
Nurse #1 on the balcony signing.
Twilight superstar get it for the first time
Twilight superstar get it for the last time
I’ve got something you can’t contain
I’ve got a virus you can’t explain
I’ve got you baby
I’ve got you baby
Nurse #2 decided she wanted in for the kill. The Mental Health Unit
was reaching its final days at the architecture firm. There were gigs to be
assigned and patients to identify. Nothing was left to deconstruct in the end.
Feel the pulse of the action plan. I seek only your deliverance. My
words are above and beneath you, yet I know some day you will find me as a
footnote. It is I, Lana K. Ultra, the creator of the bioplague. I hope that in time
you will assign me credit for my project.
RACHEL HAYWIRE
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viral time

1. EMERGENCY EXIT
From my window, I see a vast garden belonging to a monastery which was
partially overhauled as a hotel decades ago. Just a few monks are still living in
the massive XVIII century building, and the hotel rooms remain empty since
the travel ban was implemented. Monacal communities were supposed to
be self-suﬃcient, so the garden used to be a full-functioning urban farmland
once, with cattle, sheep and swine, lines of fruit-trees, its soil covered by
vegetables and cereal plants. Now it looks like a little golf course surrounded
by a stone wall, crossed by a sand path and decorated with some peach
and cherry trees blossoming under the dim light of the last winter days.
Sometimes, among this minor and almost secret sakura celebration, few
chicken run across the field. It’s maintenance is the responsibility of a single
gardener who walks the field almost every day, a minuscule figure of what
from the distance appears to be a mature man. The lawn has been invaded
by patches of white wildflowers that are blown into dust at the touch of the
mower. The scent of pulverized grass is carried by the wind up to my living
room. All that space and the whole day are now the realm of the gardener
alone. I don’t know him, I don’t know if he’s enjoying his job or he would
rather be at home like almost everybody else — yet, from my window, he
looks to me like the last person in town who’s still allowed to live in human
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time. The rest of us are simulations. Today is Sunday and he’s not even there,
and the garden seen from above feels like a haunted graveyard nostalgic
of a real apocalypse. Time has gone viral and it moves so fast that, to our
senses, everything but the wind stands still.
A few days ago I was planning to write about “punkxperimentalism”
in contemporary literature and it started to feel like a subject that, while it
might be taken again later in more detail, could also help us to think about
the current chronological disturbance induced by our anxiety of influenza.
Punkxperimental would be, after all, an environment characterized by an
urgency of non-standard creation no matter the existential conditions, by
the drive to do the unlikely and to do it now because the poetics of time has
become definitely entangled with the aesthetics of space. Punkxperimental
is a kind of aesthetical survivalism hiding under the landslide of
conventional forms — not necessarily underground per se, but always
ready to withstand undergroundation — ; it flourishes in a permanent but
nuanced quarantine against applicability, and it’s been opening emergency
exits into the unknown, allowing the aesthetical investigation of provisional
human-inhuman alliances and disencounters. As Mark Hansen writes,
human experience cannot be considered to be an achievement solely due to
the human, but, on the contrary, must be seen to encompass a plethora of
agencies, both “human” and “nonhuman,” and to exist first and foremost as a
dimension of a larger production of a complex environmental process, where
such distinctions (e.g., human-nonhuman) can only hold provisional status,
in the sense that they correlate with concrete, higher-order developments of
more generic processes.1 If aesthetical risk and multiplicity was an objective
of punkxperimental art, it might now be acknowledged that existential
risk is multiple and aesthetical. Punkxperimental is DIY opening of spaces
of possibilities — therefore, dystopian enough to single out the weirdest
and more unexpected features of the contemporary world, whilst utopian
enough to inspire us the most unlikely ways to go ahead. So I won’t be
writing about specific literary works this time, but in a very broad sense
about an attitude that, in my view, might allow to develop a more complex
criticism of political illusionism and technical solutionism in the foreseeable
future. Things are, however, developing at such pace that I’m convinced
that anything I might write today will become material for the archaeologist
tomorrow, so I will neither try to anticipate what’s coming nor attempt to
describe in detail a present which, more evidently than ever, is already gone
as it’s observed.
Although technopolitans — and, as such, familiar to the immanence,
immediacy, and ubiquity of new media — we might have been thinking
1
Mark B. N. Hansen, Feed-Forward: On the Future of Twenty-First-Century Media ( University of
Chicago Press, 2015).
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— or at least behaving — as if living in a two-speed reality: a fast electrodigital one, and a slow, “traditional” meatspace. This imaginary dualism
just became suddenly unsustainable — even within the context of a “folk”
account of reality — since our physical bodies have been collectively and
synchronously moved to the crash-time of the global fast lane. In a matter
of days, all of us became aware of being elements transitioning in a vast
internet of out-of-control things, and some learned a practical lesson
on unconditional bio-accelerationism: there’s no such thing as “being an
accelerationist” — Matt Colquhoun explains — because there’s nothing I can
do to impact the process of acceleration. It is something that is happening to
us already (and has been for centuries) rather than something I can do. 2 Of
course, sooner or later we will be able to stop this disease from expanding,
and, like it happened with most pathogens through the ages, the majority
of the population will become immune and the virus will become another
part of us. Oddly enough, we had grown accustomed to the plausibility of
an extinction-level event, yet with the romantic horizon of disappearance
substituted by the more prosaic horizon of technical expertise and
biological resilience, there seems to be only boredom and inaction left: the
contemplation of a theatre of survival from our windows and screens while
the virus panic is being slowly replaced by the panic of financial collapse.
But what’s happening now — the sequestering of human time into viral
crash-time, the spontaneous and uncontrolled entanglement of human and
inhuman technologies — seems to go well beyond this particular infection
and our immunological and technical capabilities to deal with it. It’s not the
virus itself or our immune response to it — we’ve learned how to fight many,
and more dangerous ones — but the tone of our cultural response what
might shape our societies long beyond the pandemic pandemonium.
2. ONLY TECHNOCRACIES LEFT ALIVE?
The incapability of Western societies to think in viral time — instead of human
time — and to take advantage of technological time — of its tendency to
operate at microtemporal scales without any necessary connection to human
sense perception and conscious awareness (Hansen) — has been uncovered
at all levels. We might well forget or forgive the indignity of the so-called
leaders from diﬀerent political orientations and many countries during this
crisis (professional politics has been reduced to fear management at least
since the onset of the Cold War), but the evident inadequacy of the current
structures of socialization/governance, and the diﬃculty of establishing
active protocols of citizenship during an emergency, will have to be
addressed at some point. Don’t get me wrong: epidemiological measures
2

Matt Colquhoun, “You Are Not an Accelerationist”: xenogothic.com/2020/03/19/you-are-not-anaccelerationist/
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of contention with sound scientific and experiential background are starting
to function. Staying at home and avoiding contact is, of course, the most
reasonable recommendation. Healthcare workers at all levels are doing an
extraordinary labour, sometimes not in the optimal material conditions.
Compliance helps a lot in these situations — but it might be not enough,
we might also need to put collective imagination to the work. The discourse
of “just stay at home and get entertained while we take care of everything”
deserves to be questioned. Maybe we were already just staying at home
getting entertainment even when we were at work, or travelling, or living
what was supposed to be a “normal life?” Until now, the most remarkable
feature of this crisis’ onset was the tragicomic development of a situation
which feels, at the same time, more serious and more banal than anything
we could have ever predicted: the complete absence of a shock reaction
and its replacement by ubiquitous passive-panicking; crowds partying not
to the end of the world but as if nothing was happening, masses gathering
in street demonstrations not for a revolt but like petty bureaucrats obsessed
with keeping their fast-fading status quo, people staying at home, since
instructed to do so, cheering each other from the balconies like improvised
Julieta — O, swear not by the moon, the inconstant moon.
Social distancing has evolved into a world-wide passive form of extreme
non-isolation and anxious uniformization: a collective endeavour to
desperately keep living in the more recent version of human-cantered time.
We can no longer conceive of ourselves as separate and quasi-autonomous
subjects — writes Mark Hansen — facing oﬀ against distinct media objects;
rather, we are ourselves composed as subjects through the operation of a host
of multi-scalar processes, some of which seem more “embodied” (like neural
processing), and others more “enworlded” (like rhythmic synchronization with
material events). (Hansen) We had forgotten that the use of the term “virus”
is widespread in IT because of the way viruses actually work on living beings.
Viruses “enworld” us, they’re machine-like entities and also a significant
part of our body-machines — like the gonna-hack-your-protein-printer
meme humorously depicts. I am a medical researcher, and I’m confident
in the results of medical research. We never had so many resources to
speed research as we have now, but it still requires a certain amount of
human time. In the short run, I trust that bunch of talented people who
are already self-organizing to respond to the crisis by breaking some rules
and experimentally tinkering with machines, molecules and communities.
In the not-so-long run we will need to be tinkering with ideas, stories,
representations and forms. Both the virus and this passive-panic spread
faster than research, so there will be an uncertainty gap. We’re not used
to uncertainty gaps, at least not to global and sustained ones, so we might
think of it as an experimental situation and start performing some research
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on it. Today (3/21), it seems clear that the “hard” use of communication
technologies to control populations has been more successful in aborting
the outbreak than their “soft” use to entertain people while other, slower
technologies (pharma, biotech, biomedical engineering), work to solve the
problem in a more definitive way for this particular menace. In a few weeks,
if we’re lucky, we might be admitting that we were overreacting — and/or,
in a more perverse interpretation, overhyping. Whatever the final outcome
is, we will be (oﬃcially) congratulating each other on how many lives were
saved. But there will be other threats, and what seems even more evident
today is that politics as usual have become not just useless but disgraceful.
This is not a single event for humankind, but it’s the first truly global
synchronous sensation of non-delayable response: we thus find ourselves
faced with the imperative to respond — to take deliberate action and to make
conscious decisions — in situations where deliberation is no longer the relevant
mode of response and where consciousness is no longer the relevant level of
experience. (4). As during and after every crisis, we will have to find a new
consensus for a future equilibrium between safety and freedom. This is, of
course, nothing new, but we’ve been postponing the need to re-define both
“safety” and “freedom” in contemporary societies, to become responsible
for the eventual risks we will be willing to take, to question human-centred
and nature-centred bioethics, to jump over regulations and legal limitations
that appear to be clearly obsolete. We might be willing, for instance, to allow
a fast transitory centralization of selected data in some technical institutions
during an emergency, in exchange for ensured transparency. Or we may
prefer to renounce the promised security of provisional centralization and
further experiment with other non-hierarchical modes. But at the end of
the day, any decision we might take will also require to be collectively more
aware and involved in knowledge management and deep criticism instead
of leaving every minor detail to “experts.” We already knew we couldn’t
be borrowing meaning from the past anymore. This is a shared task that
appears to be more urgent now.
Meanwhile, in this room, surrounded by my books, I dream of millions
of kids growing more and more bored with their enforced quotidianity,
starting to explore their parents’ bookshelves, ignoring the repetitive news
and leaving aside their social media groups to re-discover the internet as
navigation tool, arriving to the most unexpected and dangerous places,
learning to love the weirdest worlds, beyond their homes, their schools,
their canned entertainment, their everyday life. May your life be long. May
the quarantine be long.
GERMÁN SIERRA
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CONTAGEMIC
Contagions outline the contours of a future coming to shape, where the
perturbations of a globally networked catastrophe surge through the
fractalised mise en abyme of screens, thread posts, throbbing live feeds,
and images circulating through relays and meshworks of viral hijack. A viral
hijack that has schemed its way to breach through the skins of human and
non-human alike, encrypted to carry out a stealthy capture and invasion
into immune systems, protein machinery, and the primordial defensive
barrier of the cellular membrane. Once barriers are infiltrated, the
monstrous motor of the viral reveals its trademark demonology, its ways to
cast spells into forming novel mutations and recombinations of lifeforms.
And yet, it is this continuous capability for combination and recombination,
that we currently witness, that the viral springs into creation novel forms of
synthetic lives and temporalities, whether through jumps between species
or increasing forms of pre-emptive control that tap into more technologies
of time-control to administer and service global populations. Ultimately,
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what becomes emphasized here then is what we have come to glimpse
in the wake of Covid-19, becomes the next mutation of sovereignty, that
transforms itself readily into an automated, software-based mode of
governing in the face of disaster.
With the lingering waves and spasms of catastrophe fever gripping the
world, we find ourselves hostage to the viral machinations of illegibility,
anonymity, and encryption that undermines the logic of pre-calculability
and control within the distributed sensory body of Networked Globalised
Capitalism. As the reverberations of an economic meltdown are unfolding,
with the tailspin of unemployment, acute food insecurity, and supply chain
lockdown, the question of how Capitalism will discover a means to unlock
new memetic codes and unleash disasters is linked to how it fabricates
and infects the future. Capitalism just like a virus “replicates itself through
a mutating act of never-being-the sameness, that is, it continuously
modulates and reproduces to maintain a global infection.”1 To maintain
global infection it must generate novel strands of commodification,
quantifications, abstractions, and means of control over the sites of the
body, interpenetrating into the nerval hardware and the microfabric of
everyday life.
And yet virality warps time, scrambling present-past and presentfuture markers, and launching new industries that attempt to mitigate
the micro-physics of catastrophe or scaling our responses and control of
temporality down to a nano-architecture bent on combating what we can
call a “Nanoterror.” The hidden or imperceptible disaster that Nanoterror
potentially unleashes, mobilizes an ensemble of bio-technologies, policymakers, defence experts, and medical workers towards an ever-evolving
climate of exceptional security and state of emergency. Emergency
becomes bound up with the modulation and control of the future, generating
a pre-emptive time structure, where futurity becomes programmed in the
present as a means to redesign the past. This asymmetric and faceless
warfare as Brain Massumi elaborates:
Viral or environmental these faceless, unseen and unseeable enemies
operate on an inhuman scale. The enemy is not simply indefinite (masked or
at a hidden location). In the infinity of its here-and-to-come, it is elsewhere,
by nature. It is humanly ungraspable. It exists in a diﬀerent dimension of
space from the human, and in a diﬀerent dimension of time; The pertinent
enemy question is not who, where, when, or even what. The enemy is a what
not; an unspecifiable may-come-to-pass, in another dimension. In a word,
the enemy is virtual.2
1

Z. Blas, “Virus, Viral.” WSQ: Women’s Studies Quarterly 40: 1-2 (2012): 29–39.

2

Brian Massumi, The Politics of everyday fear (Minneapolis: University of Minneapolis Press, 1993).
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It is this virtual dimension that has already inaugurated a phase-shift in
what Paul Virilio also identifies as a climate conducive to an “administration
of fear.” Fear once a locatable and identifiable condition of events linked to
a certain timeframe now metastasizes and roots us ever deeper into the
envelope of our environments shaped by contagion. Environments become
synonymous with the synarchical configuration of mass surveillance, data
collection, increasingly finer-grained monitoring tools that operate through
social network feeds, and social credit systems. This threat of nanoterror
unleashes a new array of control and administration measures, that already
portend the future automated form of Disaster Statehood. This becomes
especially observed through the Chinese Civilisational State Machine and
its response in Shanghai. We eerily witnessed roped-oﬀ playgrounds, the
veins of once-bustling streets echoing hollow, and spectral tremors of
human life forms sporadically trekking the streets, and yet the deployment
of an arsenal of robotic and automated systems to maintain regulative
oversight.
Here, we began to witness a thriving transformation in the Software and
Cloud strategy of governance and security aligned with automation, one
where Machinic Eyes further swoop in to govern the Human Exclusion Zone.
The Human Exclusion Zone evolves from new forms of Quarantinology, and
its reconfiguration of the urban form, through partitioning and analysis of
geographical areas, a stringent field of monitoring individuals and goods,
and a suspension of legal rights related to private property and freedom
of movement. Through the ever-changing morphology of the urban form,
now transformed into grid-style social management, the hierarchy of
information collection and decision-making loops interpenetrates deeper
into the fabric of bodies and their respective administration.
Pointing here to Shanghai, a demo of how a distributed machinic swarm
of Sovereignty can become an eﬀective form to draw out new experiments
and tests upon populations, in eﬀect, becomes an eﬀort to engineer urban
space even more closely. Engineering and control becomes carried out
by the likes of MicroMultiCopters, patrolling to ensure citizens remain
indoors, spraying disinfectant, transporting medical samples, or utilizing
thermal imagery to delivery robots and couriers that now work in tandem
to carry out the day to day functions of medical delivery, public security,
and contactless governance. As Benjamin Bratton points out, “The chains
of automation have become an emergency public sphere. Sometimes
automation isn’t the fragile layer on top of the sturdy city but rather the
inverse.”3 Thus, the chains of automation capitalizes on the possibility of
3

Benjamin Bratton: (3/3) With automated order relays, sadmins and couriers are keeping the world
moving when the government cannot. The chains of automation have become an emergency
public sphere. Sometimes automation isn’t the fragile layer on top of the sturdy city but rather
the inverse: https://twitter.com/bratton/status/1233109670660726784 (2020, February 27).
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populations either concentrated or dispersed in the shifting geometries
of the network whether undergoing self-quarantined isolation periods,
cooped up in apartments, or siloed in camps to be met by an automated
disaster service economy or contactless governance.
Nonetheless, it does pivot us in the direction as to what is the
possible interrelationship that emerges in the wake of a pandemic crisis
complemented by automation and the shift towards on-time contactless
delivery rolled out in Quarantine Zones. Slavoj Žižek’s reserved embrace
of the situation unfolding in China months ago, pointed out a “Dead
Time” became wrenched open in the present, providing a glimpse of a
world where the lacuna of assembly-line production, the circulation of
global commodity production, decreased greenhouse emissions, and the
subjugation to intensified time-demands for suppliers and distributors
became punctured.4 It is here where the surfeit images of bodies ripped
or uprooted from their internment within the confines of factories and
their relocation limns a world where the indeterminate zone of a listless
body inherits the possibility of breaking through the matrix of Capitalism’s
pathological deformation of the body. Yet, tempering what appears as
a leaked opportunity to seize and reflect on the moment becomes what
“Chuang” rather underscores: “The quarantine, then, is like a strike
hollowed of its communal features but capable of delivering a deep shock
to both psyche and economy.”5 Nonetheless, what might deliver a blow
to the psyche and economy triggers still a prophylactic solution, whether
Foxconn contemplating their shifting of production towards Vietnam,
India, and Mexico or the intensification of robotisation that is sweeping
over China in response to the absence of physical bodies.
Ultimately, if we might observe the industrial landscapes of today and
tomorrow gradually convert into temporary dead zones or recede behind
the curtain of an ‘empty time’. We can also question how far we remain
tangled up in the throes of Viral Capitalism’s infernal survival. An infernal
survival potentially undone and unravelled by the Unhuman, lulling us into
the discovery that we have unwittingly trapped ourselves in our mise-enabyme of automated disaster serviced exclusion zones.
NEIL HATHERLEY

4

Slavoj Žižek, “Clear racist element to hysteria over new coronavirus”: https://www.rt.com/oped/479970-coronavirus-china-wuhan-hysteria-racist/ (3 February 2020).

5

Chuang, “Social Contagion”: http://chuangcn.org/2020/02/social-contagion/ (26 February 2020).
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PANDÆMIC:
A MULTILOGUE

The plan was to organise the SPECULATIVE
ECOLOGIES II symposium in Prague
with Agosto Foundation’s artist-inresidence, Borbála Soós, for early April.
Unfortunately, Borbála managed to spend
only a few days in Prague before she had
to leave for the UK amid the turbulent
atmosphere of the COVID-19 pandemic &
the looming threat of lockdown. A “little
spirit” imposed itself upon the best laid
plans & inaugurated a state of exception,
& so 4 of us (Vít Bohal, Dustin Breitling,
Bogna Konior, Borbála Soós) picked
up where the planning stages for the
symposium had left off & tried to work
through three of the questions pertaining
to the virus’ genealogy, its present
political implications & speculate on the
latent potentialities which might inform
our post-pandemic worlds.

1. HOW DOES THE COVID-19 EPIDEMIC RESTRUCTURE THE
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DOMESTICITY & WILDERNESS?
BS: A virus is not strictly speaking alive, however it cannot grow or reproduce
apart from a living cell. In recent years we have been living through a
paradigm shift regarding how we understand our relationship with other
critters, with nature & the world around us. This shift can be characterised
as one of sympoiesis (Donna Haraway), making one-another in mutually
reliant symbiotic relationships. According to this, we are not only a part
of nature but a site of nature. I wonder how COVID-19 will again create a
paradigm shift & how these ideas will play into it.
VB: When Donna Haraway speaks of sympoiesis, she uses the term as
framed in the thesis of M. Beth Dempster who defines sympoietic systems
as “collectively- producing systems that do not have self-defined spatial
or temporal boundaries” & in which “information & control are distributed
among components.” She contrasts them with autopoietic systems which are
“self-producing” units “with defined spatial or temporal boundaries that tend
to be centrally controlled, homeostatic, & predictable.” Within the axiomatic
of industrial capitalism, the sympoietic nature of the wider Earth systems has
been more eﬀectively circumscribed by the autopoietic circuits of the social
& economic metabolism: production, consumption, reproduction. The latent
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tension between the second-nature organs of the economy & the chthonic
organs of the Earth systems currently sees politicians & legislators the worldover juggling the mandate of health & safety against the imperatives of a
growing economy & currently the possible relaxations on labor restrictions.
This is of course most obviously the arena of the wider struggle of ‘the
economy vs. the climate,’ but such a framing has largely become ideologised
as a dialectic relationship. Read through the prism of Bernard Stiegler’s
‘general organology,’ the sympoiesis among organs also translates to other
spheres of the cultural milieu in a more nuanced & less ideologised form &,
although the tendencies to make the virus a political actant are increasing by
the day, COVID-19 is still a good example of a ‘free-floating’ signifier whose
future impact on the metabolism of capital is still largely unknown. Although
quarantine scenarios have been with us before in the past, they did not
unfold within the context of a digital economy.
It is fascinating to see just how an invisible, xenotic force, a strange
visitor from the wild, shut down production & consumption like no previous
social movement fighting under the banner of left-wing social politics or
climate sustainability ever could. State structures have been thrown into
crisis management & have struggled to reaﬃrm their role as mediators &
vectoralists of social relations, both within & towards their outside neighbors,
while the private sector & its economy is scrambling to give more granularity,
robustness & personalisation to their services (marketing, updated brand
identity, home delivery...). This visit from the wild has had an eﬀect whose
fallout will be with humanity long after the immediate impact has passed.
DB: Terms such as ‘Sympoesis’ or ‘Symbiogenesis’ thread together the
revelations that even Homo Sapiens are a byproduct of an evolutionary viral
machinic processes or we are an interactive host of a network of bacterial
& viral species (holobionts). Moreover, viruses are critical agents driving
evolution, believed to be catalysts for the origins of sexual reproduction,
as it pressured large organisms to shuﬄe their genes quickly enough in
an attempt to keep pace with pathogenic or viral mutation rates. We can
also highlight their vital role as key agents behind the emergence of us as
a species, with the recent findings that link endogenous retroviruses to the
emergence of the Placenta in mammalian reproduction & also giving us the
ability to have memory formation, retention, & nerve communication.
It is quite remarkable that something so threadbare in composition
& genetic makeup rips through & has the possibility of transforming our
understanding of the evolutionary landscape. It certainly challenges our
basic assumptions that the possession of a more diverse or complex genetic
makeup necessarily suggests an ability to wield mastery over the Planet,
as we now understand that viruses are continuously shedding their genetic
machinery to a bare minimum in order to finesse their replication abilities.
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As much as we refer to the fact we inhabit the biosphere, I think that we
neglect to realise viruses are the most abundant entity on the planet, vastly
outnumbering all other types of life forms, also enveloping us all the way from
the pedosphere to the troposphere, making us live in the ‘virosphere.’ It is
projected that 800 million viruses are deposited per square meter above the
planetary boundary layer – eﬀectively meaning that for one estimate there
are 25 viruses per person in Canada. These xeno-agents traverse our globe by
being transported by air currents & particles of soil or vapor from sea spray
some 2 500 – 3 000 meters above us, & re-enter the biosphere through rain &
dust current, finding themselves constantly deposited onto new territories.
BS: The way Dustin writes about viruses is in many ways similar to how Lynn
Margulis considers bacteria. The biologist & evolutionary theorist Margulis
completely changed how I think about self & non-self, namely how every
“I” is also a “we.” In her work, she fundamentally reframed the evolution of
cells with nuclei by proposing that they were the result of symbiotic mergers
of bacteria. She believes that these microscopic entities & their various
symbiotic relations are the building blocks of all life & cells. Furthermore,
it is exciting to consider horizontal gene transfer more commonly between
the unicellular organism of the microbial world, but also in multicellular
organisms. This process complicates the well-known story of evolution,
highlights the importance of relationships & blurs divisions between
categories of vegetal, animal or fungal. In this sense life is more of a web
of relations than a tree. For further reading on this I recommend the book
Lynn Margulis: The Life & Legacy of a Scientific Rebel (2012) written by her
son & collaborator Dorion Sagan, as well as John Feldman’s documentary
Symbiotic Earth (2017).
DB: There is certainly a reality that ‘Nature’ is dramatising its own
immanence, indiﬀerent to anything that appears to hold its supposed
industrialised or civilised grip over the planet. Also, I think we can point
to Déborah Danowski & Eduardo Viveiros de Castro’s work in relation to
our Post-Pandemic imaginary. Basically, we are increasingly shifting into
the mode of ‘us without a world’, where ‘us’ as a species, further come to
grapple with the fact that yes, a world surrounds us, yet the ability to exert
it towards our ends evaporates.
Yet, I don’t think we just unwittingly found ourselves finally feeling the
claw behind Nature’s trap. We can map out how Anthropogenic factors, such
as the encroachment into wild areas involving intensive deforestation &
mining, are uprooting native species & equally making us more susceptible
to the estimated 10,000 to 600,000 species of ‘distinctly’ mammalian viruses
that have the potential to spill over into human populations. The impact of
Climate Change & our transformation of land, has the possibility to eliminate
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the boundaries between previously isolated species & in eﬀect create novel
‘assemblages’ that circulate the virus between human-non-human entities.
We have already identified how a whole spate of zoonotic diseases
became tangled up with the import or trade of wild animals also contributing
to the spread of zoonotic diseases like rabies, anthrax, tuberculosis,
leptospirosis, Marburg & Ebola viruses. When you are also capturing &
caging these wild animals, it induces higher tension & stress, where the
only way to cope for them becomes to excrete into their surrounding
environment, which in eﬀect ‘shreds’ traces of the virus.
But what is perhaps also particular about this nano-insurrection, is how
it has shifted us into a vertiginous time dimension, where its “ever-changing
& ever-evolving” nature generates an ontological & temporal exceptionality:
a yet-to-be, & yet already ahead of us.
Therefore, as Anthony Fauci has emphasised, we are subordinate to
the virus’s time, hostage to its game of visibility, invisibility, detection,
incubation, & symptoms that still escape our ability to entirely trace its
transmission. Moreover, at some level the transmission & detection of
the virus has to some degree the cadence of a ‘slow violence’, or at some
level is on par with the occulted eﬀects of grasping Climate Change,
where we are not immediately observing or feeling the impact of the
accumulated buildup of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere (time spans
of up to 100 years remaining in our atmosphere, especially CO2, that aﬀect
the present, inducing a time-spiral eﬀect). Rather, we have to resort to a
whole constellation of satellites, simulations, supercomputers, multiple
measuring instruments to render to us what simply seems on a local dayto-day scale as imperceptible, yet importantly can arguably shape our
knowledge & response to the time-gaps of our inaction (climate modeling
also has its own can of worms).
BK: I do not think that COVID-19 introduces a new relationship between
humanity & ‘the environment.’ As blessed as we are to have books & other
media that transmit knowledge stretch temporality for us, we are still
trapped within the span of an individual lifetime, & a limited perception of
history. Even if pandemics happen throughout history, what appears to us
in perception appears as a novelty, as a problem for thought, & it indeed
has new variables each time. But even the name SARS-CoV-2 signals a
repetition. SARS in the early 2000s attacked the lungs quickly, it was easy
to spot & quarantine. SARS-CoV-2, which causes COVID-19, has learnt
from that mistake & made itself harder to spot. It is not strictly alive, but
nevertheless intelligent. Paleontologist Peter Ward takes a long perspective
in The Medea Hypothesis, arguing that life on Earth is suicidal, & most
extinctions on the planet were caused by microbes that desire to return to a
microbial planetarity. In this hypothesis, animal desire to keep life going &
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reproduction is counterbalanced by microbial intelligence, which is synthetic
& more technical than biological. This might be an ongoing process, even
though we experience it as a novelty.
Regarding the wild & the domestic, there’s a great essay called ‘Robot
Evolution’ by Emily Monosson that compares viruses to robots & highlights
human anxiety around nonhuman replication. Viruses make a fitting
template for robot design because they don’t have to be alive to selfreplicate. While we perceive automation or ‘technologisation’ as an increase
in control, the more we automate, the more we do not know what’s going
to come out of it:
But perhaps it is not the creation of new life that we fear, so much as the
potential for unpredictable emergent behaviour.

In both ‘domestic’ & ‘wild’ environments we cohabitate with various
intelligences, & this cohabitation periodically threatens to invalidate our
sense of control, & even our chances of survival. Before the advent of
agriculture, humans routinely personalised ‘natural’ (wild) beings, now we
tend to personalise ‘technical’ beings. With the advent of farming, animals
stopped being gods & became things. With the advent of personalised
computing, computers became persons, & in the future, perhaps they will
have become gods. These ways of relating to the world disappear & then
reappear. The virus is killing us rapidly, bringing us closer to the things
we are most intimate with these days, our computers. Survival might be
temporarily easier to find in ‘technological’ rather than ‘wild’ environments,
pushing the evolution of humanity towards automation, remote work,
isolation… we need to become more ‘inhuman’ to assure human survival.
Another thing that I notice is that not only the virus does not introduce a
new relationship between humans & the environment, but by fixing us to our
computers & imprisoning us in our heads, it only accelerates the workings
of cognitive, communicative, cultural capitalism: everything can always
be turned into a cultural commodity, the virus becomes another reason to
continue with the type of reflection that we’ve already been doing. To me,
this shows an incredible resilience of commodification & communication.
Perhaps only if our internet was cut oﬀ, if our cultural industries were totally
shut down, we would be able to make some kind of a decisive break here
& produce something ‘new’ in thought, rather than transpose our existing
framework onto the pandemic.
2. HOW DOES THE NEW REGIME RECONCEPTUALISE
THE NOTION OF BORDERS?
BS: Borders have become one of the most discussed issues in recent weeks
both on a micro & macro scale. They are important both as smart semi-
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porous membranes of our bodies that connect & divide us to & from the
world. Borders remain porous as per definition, without this function they
are ill, useless & even harmful.
Borders are both productive & protective, but can, of course, be a site
that is highly contested & even weaponised. “We live in an interconnected
world, where borders are porous, more like living membranes than physical
walls,” says Michael Marder in his recent New York Times article. “The
border closures, obstacles to travel & quarantines now being imposed in
response to the viruses are on the surface medical measures, but they are
also symbolic, resonating with the same basic logic as the construction of
physical walls for political reasons.”
I have been paying attention to the language used in relation to borders,
which is strikingly similar to that of ecofascism. At this point, I am reminded
of Hanna Rullmann & Faiza Khan’s video ‘Habitat 21904,’ investigating
the weaponisation of nature for border control through the creation of a
nature reserve in Calais at the site of the former refugee camp. The work
charts complex discussions around the protection of rare species within EU
legislation & pits this against the lack of care for humans seeking sanctuary
through migration, who find themselves outside of the protection & regard
of society. The site is now returned to “nature” in the name of protecting a
specific species, the rare fan orchid Liparis loeselii, last spotted on the site
decades ago. Through this, the French government in collaboration with
the UK are cynically taking advantage of the public’s instinct that nature
protection is always undoubtedly a positive thing. While at first glance the
priorities outlined in this work seem to be completely opposite to those
during the pandemic, the video certainly highlights a cynical attitude
towards borders as well as both human life & nature, only serving political
agendas. And this last idea is very much in line with the current issues.
The current emergency situation causing to close borders have created
the perfect opportunity for increased control, governments to introduce
new measures & laws serving their own & corporate interests (or as Naomi
Klein has put it, an opportunity to push through pre-existing wish-lists at the
rise of disaster capitalism), & power grabs. These measures highlight how
authoritarian states violently enforce various borders & consider biopolitics
& the protection of some at the expense of others. For example in Hungary,
the recent power grab was partially built on initially linking COVID-19 to
migration issues; Poland & some US states using this opportunity extend
control to female bodies through anti-abortion laws & the closure of healthclinics; or the Canadian province of Ontario suspending environmental
oversight rules citing COVID-19 as reason.
VB: These issues relating to co-habitation & the impacts of the new regime
on our sense of community, family & society is very interesting & certainly
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needs to be addressed alongside reflections on macro-scale phenomena &
geopolitics. In his “18 Lesson of Quarantine Urbanism,” Benjamin Bratton
works with an “epidemiological view of society” which spins customary social
processes & implicit frameworks of communication & exchange towards
new forms of normative operations. The social & psychological eﬀects of
the current COVID-19 pandemic will resonate within society for the years &
decades to come, & it is important to understand that there is no going back
also due to the various power plays & investments which are simultaneously
happening at various levels of the social body. If technology is essentially
the sedimented automation of social processes, certain technologies
(Bratton for example speaks of the spike in thermometric & phone tracking
technologies) will remain with us into the future, & will again engender certain
choreographies within the social body which will have long-lasting eﬀects.
This state of the wider economy in turn has direct impact on the micro level
of human habitation & introduces new constellations within the domestic
sphere. A new type of ‘domestic realism’ has been setting in for everyone
under the protracted state of lockdown or quarantine, & such development
has had numerous pathological eﬀects, such as the rise in domestic violence
& sexual abuse, usually ascribed to the often-times strained economic
situation & territorial confinement within the domestic unit.
The eﬀects of a state of protracted lockdown on mental health, family
ties, & pre-existing pathologies will oftentimes remain under the radar due
to their particular private & domestic nature, but we can expect that these
symptoms will only worsen & will eventually perhaps generate applications,
technologies & monitoring institutions which might establish better
connection to the domicile. The borders of the domicile & the polis are being
re-navigated, from delivery-person politesse to the means & methods of
preventing domestic violence.
BK: That borders & limits need to be transcended is an economic imperative
today. Globalisation is an unprecedented experiment in the history of
humanity. On the other hand, there is no use to using ‘border’ as a generic
concept. Delineating community borders is a basic human activity, to which
there won’t be an end anytime soon. What we see even in small groups is
abuse based on exclusion, but also the violence of intrusion. I wrote a whole
essay exploring this from the perspective of physics: every isolated system
necessarily produces entropy. This is the (I think, inescapable) predicament
of life & complexity.
Reality outlines its own borders in opposition to the borders we draw.
Even so, reality does not simply invalidate ideology. We see that in the words
of French or Italian intellectuals like Agamben or Nancy who seem to think
that a pandemic is a social construct designed to enforce authoritarianism,
& that being confined within domestic borders is in principle as bad as being
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in jail. It is diﬃcult to see beyond the borders of the philosophical decisions
that we’ve made about the world, even if the world is asserting its own
reality before us.
I would like to see less analogy-based thinking in the future: ‘this reminds
me of this, therefore…’ It’s a circular kind of logic that precludes the real, is
blind to human suﬀering in the name of symbolic gestures of ‘resistance.’
DB: I think in our current moment, the discernible boundary between inside
& outside concerning territories, cities, or zones of access will constantly
adjust & take on new meaning under a morphing form of ‘securitisation’ in
the wake of COVID-19. Our bodies will serve as security proxies, whether
we are striped in Green, Yellow or Red, that determines whether or not we
can leave the house or whether we will produce antibodies that serve as
passports to indicate a ‘certifiable recovery’ that enables one to enter into the
tattered remains of something recognisable (such as work) before we enter
into this unraveling epoch. Thus, the concept of an immunitarian indicator to
sort populations echoes the works of Robert Esposito’s work on identifying
the relationship between immunity & the emergence of political formations,
where the ‘body politic’ or Nation-States we are part of, are an emergent
property through incorporating negative threats in tolerable degrees.
The body-politic must always resort to gradually assimilating the
outside to the inside, discovering how to make what were once “threats”
internal to itself a part of itself. Overall, it brings to light how the need to
have a self-defensive capacity for survival, dependent on the incorporation
of an external threat into oneself. As Esposito contends, life is prolonged
“only by continuously giving it a taste of death”. Yet, it is a matter of how
much dosage a Global System & its elements (States, Polities) can ingest
before it yields an ‘autoimmune’ response that becomes contemptuous of
the feats of globalisation, & its tenets of easy circulation of credit, traveling
bodies, commodities entering & exiting borders. We can also see how a
pandemic can further drive an obsession for the survival of identity which
in turn could thrust us, especially in the West, into stickily defining what
legitimates, perhaps for many, more invasive forms of security apparatuses
under the pretext of protecting against future calamities & against those
‘invasive’ persons that potentially can infect the ‘host’ community.
Nonetheless, I also think questions related to security or the ‘apparatuses’
need to be rethought diﬀerently when it comes to the discussion regarding
their deployment or the increasing integration of National States &
Transnational Corporations. I don’t think we should merely lump every
measure, instrument, apparatus, application, tracking device, or action
either used or undertaken by National States as necessarily a means to
merely ramp up ‘surveillance’ measures & quash opposition. Even though I
think we should remain absolutely vigilant & attuned to what is unfolding
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from the nexus of National Governments & their increasing reliance upon the
Leviathans of the tech-industry in their eﬀorts to help combat & alleviate the
fallout, I think it requires in equal measure a more nuanced approach, given
that we are phase-shifting into something entirely novel in scope.
Furthermore, countries like South Korea, & especially Taiwan, arguably
fashioned the best response by any country to the new Coronavirus. It
stemmed from a constructive symbiosis that involved civil & transparent
engagement especially through information-sharing, hackathons, data
collaboratives, citizen-led initiatives that were pivotal in coordinating
& deterring practices such as hoarding & misinformation. Also, through
bottom-up initiatives & community-created apps, individuals could update
& report their symptoms, & the history of their locations to warn other
citizens about them as possible nodes of transmissions. Ultimately, it is still
a narrow view that is shaping the discussion regarding the employment
of technology as a mere continuation of a biopolitical paradigm when it
neglects to think about possibilities of these very technologies opening
diﬀerent channels for their use that in the long run can stave oﬀ what, as
many people worry, will just be their totalitarian assimilation.
BS: Around week 3 of my lockdown I started to find some wonderful
news &, in some cases, videos about how various animals such as goats,
deer, monkeys & some predators are taking advantage of opportunities
that cities & towns can oﬀer in terms of food & shelters since there are
considerably less humans on the streets. It is quite touching to imagine how
quickly rewilding could indeed happen once humans retreat / disappear,
even though I am aware that some of this news is fake, & rather created
by the imagination romanticising “wild” nature. It brings it closer to us, as
under lockdown it indeed feels very far away… COVID-19 has in many ways
become a symbol/symptom of the crisis of sovereignty. The virus is a figure
of disruption, disobedience & shaking up the status quo, in the age when
power is more & more concentrated in the hands of the few.
VB: COVID-19 has indeed become a force in world biopolitics. The original
framing of biopolitics as “making live & letting die” has become relevant in
some locations during the crisis, & this can be seen on the micro-level, for
example in the diﬃcult decisions which the so-called triages must make in
regions such a northern Italy or Madrid, to the meso- & macro-political level,
such as in the case of Portugal granting citizen rights & access to healthcare
to foreigners & asylum-seekers, or the decision of the German government
to grant a 50 billion euro aid package to art-professionals in order for them
to be able to subsist.
The state of exception has, on the one hand, strengthened the dialectic
of the inside x outside, Us x Other logic which underpins authoritarian
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ideology, but at the same time has served to redraw boundaries within
the re-framed body politic, promoting the subsistence of some while
disregarding the plight of others, in various incremental ways. This sets
up a gradient in terms of economic sustainability & redraws the relevance,
productivity & resilience of certain particular sectors of the economy. It is
interesting then to see the mesh of pre-pandemic, globalised capitalism to
a certain degree unraveled & being rewoven anew.
This dynamic makes it very easy to see just how the economy (as
oikos - ‘family, house management’) feeds into the every-day drive to
subsistence which is, on the level of the state, determined & circumscribed
by the category of citizenship. It is a question whether the category of
‘citizen’ stands in tension to the category of ‘user’ who, rather than being
inscribed into the mesh of state governmentality, opts to be serviced by
the apparatuses of private capital whose potential extreme can be seen in
what Anton Jager calls the regime of “quarantine corporatism.” In reality,
the citizen & the user are of course not dialectically opposed, but rather
feed each other in their various modalities & create a particular mesh
which is suspiciously decentralised from the perspective of the state, but
socialised from the perspective of the corporation. The adaptive capacity of
such logistical networks becomes a fundamental characteristic as we move
forward towards the post-pandemic era.
DB: The Global-Regional-Local responses are branching out in multiple ways
& so I think it is vital to maintain a multi-scalar approach & perspective on what
will unfold. The uneasy narrative orbiting around COVID-19 & the nature of
a permanent State-of-Emergency or a contrived plot to further cement the
role & grip of the ‘Globalists,’ sows the seeds of a paranoid-denialist complex
already running rampant concerning the National States’ responses & their
justifications for implementing their measures in the first place. Yet the
exception itself pries open a silver lining along the axis of recognising socioeconomic struggles with those on the Left regarding this as an opportunity
to see the lineaments of certain programs coming to realisation. Here, the
promise & quasi-implementation of Universal Basic Income or centralised
planning fuels the possibility of reimagining the State while continuing to
blur the boundaries between executive & judicial separation of power.
Yet, it also urges us to re-evaluate how emergencies will further test how
long the current operating-system of National States will remain intact & to
what eﬀect. This is where that time-window will have a sobering reality-check
concerning how, & to what degree Nation-States can weather & confront the
corrosive eﬀects of climate change & of the already fragile health systems,
potential supply-chain shortages, & the increase of displaced populations.
For the time being, I take seriously the point of Vincent Garton also
expressed by many, contending that we will further plunge into an era
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where “a general cartel of magnates” that’ will “coordinate the entire
productive process” as National-State legitimacy & possible capacities to
govern will recede & decline. Moreover, we can easily point to Amazon &
Wal-Mart in the United States as logistical Leviathans capable of taking over
transport & supply-chain duties in the wake of governmental vacuums. At
this point as well, we can speculate that our geopolitical map contains the
ingredients that will further drive fragmentation & factionalisation playing
out especially along with States or Local, Municipal against Federal, National
lines. It reminds us there is still a vibrant possibility to see whether the focus
on constructing shorter-supply chains, mutual aid networks, the decoupling
from mono-industrialised agriculture, harnessing open or crowd-sourced
initiatives, will further spring up.
Even though it is still quite premature to project whether it will mount a
significant challenge to the brute globalisation order, I do believe it will be
one of many factors catalyzing us into a new global system transition. There
will certainly be the makeover of National or Sub-regional States, what
will be the further involvement & role of large commercial enterprises
that are steadily ghosting in & leveraging their positions as alternatives to
existing governing structures. We can again point to Amazon’s just-in-time
logistical & supply chain delivery, but also scores of domestic & international
companies (Tencent, Huaweii, Tesla) are taking the reins to either donate
or increase the manufacturing of PPE, ventilators, testing kits, or securitysensing surveillance systems in anticipation of our world pushing towards
an industrialisation that pre-empts the next wave of lockdowns.
Moreover, I am curious how automation will now accelerate & become
amplified, whether, in manufacturing, call centres, delivery or courier
services, schooling & thus will generate more debate about the future
of labour. Also, I would agree with the contention that Bogna puts forth
regarding the ‘resilience of commodification’, & what ultimately will
happen will be at some form a restructuring of Capitalism, which only
reaﬃrms its elastic nature, its constant search to mutate itself, & thus its
need to reformat the current global order. I also anticipate there will be
a ratcheting up of a more tailored algo-neuro-cognitive labor economy
serviced & delivered by couriers, drones, & forms of automation that will
be even more keen on tailoring ever more to our personal preferences. It
will further increase the competition among platforms to try to cater to our
tastes, desires, & fetishistic imaginations that will propel us further into the
virtual ‘real’ frontiers.
I am curious whether we will see regional & sub-national coalitions or
Interstate Compact Agreements, or arrangements possibly composed of
a consortium of States in response to California & New York’s active eﬀort
in managing the current calamity in response to the minimal response
orchestrated by the Federal Government. Perhaps we can observe how far
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these discordant seeds will grow concerning the triangulation of the State
of Emergentism, Corporate Magnets filling in governmental vacuums,
& growing fragmentation. Perhaps we will see a push for new inter-state
trading blocs, regional supply chains, & carve out potentially diﬀerent
strains of political formations that will be the next territories governing the
quarantined tomorrow.
BK: The opposition of authoritarianism & democracy is a leftover from the
Cold War. For me, this is not a useful distinction in thinking about governance
now. We could extend this dynamic to the present day & map it onto
diﬀerent governance practices in China & the ‘West’ but that’s a hopeless
exercise because we end up replaying the Cold War, which American pop
culture, academia, art, political ideology won... I am interested in what is
happening in China when framed as an extension of the experiments with
cybernetics in the USSR or in Chile, but with more sophisticated technology.
What COVID reveals is that there is little belief in governance.
Governance is by definition a restriction of freedom & the promotion of some
behaviours over others. We all do that on a smaller scale in our communities
by agreeing on certain rules & banishing people for breaking them. Total
opposition to governance makes sense in view of American libertarianism
but it is interesting to see how deeply this attitude runs in other places.
To group all sensing, tracking & data collection under the term
‘surveillance’ is lazy - surveillance used to be a specific term that referred to
the state tracking its enemies. Now, we describe all kinds of observation as
surveillance, from advertising to animal tracking, from satellites to climate
models, which does not make sense to me. To oppose the oppressive
elements of these technologies is diﬀerent than opposing them on blanket
terms. The latter is a species chauvinism, where humans in principle don’t
agree that they can be understood as data points or as parts of a complex
system. There has to be a far more sophisticated approach to these practices
than reciting Foucault & 1984 ad infinitum, especially since both of these
works only adequately describe an outdated model of surveillance. By the
way, there is supposed to be this huge surveillance system in the West that
journalists & artists & activists are complaining about but where is it now?
It seems to be only optimised for advertising, & not operationalised for life
preservation or anything useful.
It is a mistake to imagine that an increase in governance means an
automatic creation of the perfect repressive state. Kevin Kelly: “As much
as we are control freaks when it comes to engineering, where this is going
toward is loss of control. The more we automate, the more we don’t know
what’s going to come out of it.” New vulnerabilities appear with each design,
emergent behaviour lives within our technological prototypes. It is not even
a necessary risk but a process that is now uninterruptible so we would be
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wise to devise strategies for submergence in this accelerating system,
rather than celebrate whatever nostalgia we seek comfort in. On the other
hand, I am sure that traditionalism will grow, sometimes carrying with it
something novel. The demarcation lines that we have erected in the popular
imagination over the last few decades between regressive & progressive
politics will become increasingly blurry. As Amy Ireland has noticed,
COVID-19 makes reactionaries of all of us – it is more cosmopolitan, more
open, more free than we can ever aﬀord to be. The consequences that we
will see in the West seem to me more substantial: pandemic management
in China is the extension of existing governance, while in the West, a lot
of things had to be turned on its head. We might see two opposite, postglobal trends: the emergence of libertarian micro-states, & the ascension of
cybernetic socialist-authoritarian states. But these are predictions based on
our current knowledge & the future is never what we expect it to be.
What we see right now is a preview for when it’s hot, & there is no clean
water, or air quality is not good enough to go outside. Given the nature of
climate modelling & the climate change discourse, I would be surprised to
see a political or public consensus on the matter of species preservation.
Current governmentality practices in the West – what we call liberal
democracy – are structured in intervals of four to eight years, in a back &
forth loop that keeps undoing itself, so they will very possibly encounter
problems related to long-term planning or strategising. These political
systems are not capable of long-term thought & I struggle to see how they
could survive in times of deep-time politics that we call the ‘anthropocene.’
So what next?
APRIL 2000
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C=O=R=O=N=A 2
If I didn’t have to go every 10 to 15 minutes to the toilet, this
quarantine would even be fun However, every picture has its
frame, every picture tells a story: there is a story where the
most idiotic people call to ask me (they are “sweet” I guess) how
I feel. I cough and sneeze and spit blood through my mouth and
through nostrils – the skin tissue ripped-open – is this THE
one which Poe called “The Mask of Red Death”?
I don’t know, I’ve have been through so many of them, even
from the times when they changed DNA in my cells (2008) and I
saw all people in the form of angelic visions – in fact, they
were very ordinary, all of them, except from an old witch. This
prophetess à la Nostradamus, was actually giving a crystal ball
clairvoyant session when Marc-Louis brought me to her spooky
place.
As soon as I entered the room, the prophetess exclaimed: WHO
is, or rather who was, a Buddhist nun among you here?
It’s me, it’s me, I yelled.
And who used to be a painter in her previous life? she
continued.
It’s me, it’s me, I tweeted again.
I see you are entirely burnt, she said, you are covered with
ashes- but like a Phoenix, she continued, YOU will rise from
the ashes!
I was so grateful to hear her soothing bullshit. The
chemotherapy had burnt all my cells and the DNA was changed
entirely so that I could live like a bionic woman, and to
me – that was fine. That was 12 years ago. This time around
I appeared even more belligerent, as my trip to Kerala, five
years ago, had taught me that one could die and resurrect
several times.
I will challenge this man-made virus, this lousy convention
again invented by an even lousier scientist whose nose was
dripping with coke and his own experiment – why burn my
throat and my stomach so drastically – NO ONE could convince
me that this Batman was using bats - for this batty business!
And us, humans were in this affair all alone – offered to the
mercy of bad commerce and distant trade.
Several leaders were competing all over the world in their
endeavour to open several V.I. markets, erase the surplus of
humans on Earth, as just VERY few computer educated jocks were
supposed to work from home. I mean, to work. And the rest of
us were not supposed to work- as we were duly supposed to die.
Or just try to die, which was fine with me, but as usual, in my
case that was a very very bad timing.
What about that book of essays on FILM? Unfinished.
What about my BOOK Project on Theatre? Not achieved yet..
And the translations.. And some new violin scores...? That
goes endless.
OK, I take a deep breath: time to meditate in solitude again.
For us, creatures of the air ( Zodiac Air Sign) and birds,
pterodactyls, butterflies, ghosts witches, bubbles of all sortsit is so darn difficult not to be able to deeply inhale the air
I take a deep breath: One… TWO… THREE, auch auch, cough and
spit again. There where was a lung, it’s an open window, a sort
of a burnt hole. Dark Star, by Ziggy Stardust, speckles of white
chlorohyde dust.
NINA ŽIVANČEVIĆ
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IDEOLOGY
OF THE SUN
Daniel Paul Schreber based an entire cosmology on this thesis: “The sun is
a whore” (331).
He neglected to mention that the sun follows the seasons like an old man
with nothing to do. It is happiest and most flexible in the Spring and Fall,
ornery and unruly in the Summer, and suicidal in the Winter.
And yet the sun has never experienced a formal season. It’s a ball of fire. It
only knows cycles of activity.
In The Pale Escarpment: An Examination of Slopes, Glances, and Approaches
to Identity, Lofton Gitt would have us believe that the sun is lazy. It doesn’t
go up and down; the earth merely turns, producing the illusion of solar
motion, etc., but the sun is hyperactive, its fiery extremities always flailing,
etc., and while the sun just sits there as we revolve around it, all matter in
the universe is in motion, turning like widening gyres, expanding like pixels
on a balloon, etc., etc.
In A Scanner Darkly, Philip K. Dick writes: “Motion that is circular is the
deadest form of the universe” (244). The apothegm underscores the central
paradox of Gitt’s methodology while formally subverting it.
Shedding light on these banal equations requires more limn than loss,
although the latter should never be taken lightly. Loss is a devalued
accelerant of anxiety that chronically revises emotional and psychological
continuums. Internalized, it typically manifests in one’s sexual proclivities
and results in extreme promiscuity or total celibacy.
Lacan’s feelings about the sun are weirdly un-Lacanian, which is to say, his
seminars oﬀer no compelling observations or insights regarding solar praxis,
and in Écrits, there is only one usage of “sun” that is embedded in the term
“misunderstood” (xii). Furthermore, this usage appears in the translator’s
introduction to the 2006 edition and doesn’t even belong to Lacan.
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Freud’s study of Schreber, “Psychoanalytic Notes Upon an Autobiographical
Account of a Case of Paranoia,” solarized the German Judge’s legacy as
psychiatry’s most famous madman, and while his work hardly demonstrates
a Lacanian disregard for the sun, his concerns are more or less negligible,
relegated to discussions of hysteria wherein “distraught and impressionable
girls” on the lam from “patriarchal Teufelsmänner“ spot the sun in the sky as
if it might be a UFO (see “Anal Recidivism in ‘Wild Nights—Wild Nights!’”).
In contrast, Jean-Luc Godard’s disdain for all solar goings-on has been welldocumented and can be traced back to his earliest short film, “A Flirtatious
Woman” (1955), which is essentially a critique of “Anal Recidivism in ‘Wild
Nights—Wild Nights!’” notwithstanding the irrelevance of The Woman
at the Balcony (Carmen Mirando). Everything is connected, of course,
rendering Schreber’s sentiments about the sun’s promiscuity little more
than a mundane expression of mankind’s spleen.
Shakespeare: “My mistress’ eyes are nothing like the sun . . .” (141).
Ridiculously, solar flares have more in common with black holes than two
bloody lambs in a Biblical parable, but the analogy has been confirmed by
as many astrophysicists and astronomers as televangelists and cult leaders.
Nietzsche (anticipating Byrne): “While there is nothing but a highfalutin
cunt in the sky, there is water at the bottom of the ocean” (49).
Most serial killers have had some sort of conversation with the sun that
is not entirely a product of their pathology, at least according to their
neurotherapists. Dr. Edmund Parkview, for instance, has confirmed the
authenticity of a seemingly deranged contention made by the late Gilligan
Coot. According to the “South Dakota Death Dealer,” the sunrise told
him that the sunset is an alternate personality of the “Noonday Overlord”
(Parkview 501). Likewise did the sunset inform on the sunrise, calling it “little
more than dawn’s bitch” (ibid.). The daytime sun made harmless smalltalk,
if it talked at all. Occasionally it oﬀered disposable encouragement, such as
reassuring Coot that he could only feel his heart beat stronger in his testicles
than in his chest because of where he elected to fixate his “decidedly male
gaze” (ibid.)
There is more substance in antitheses than we attribute to the art of reason.
Consider black holes, namely the absence of light that distinguishes their
celestial bodies. The absence is so absolute, so terminal and aﬀected, we
can almost hear them bragging about it. Nonetheless they were born from
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light, and they eat light, and without light, we wouldn’t even be able to see
them—they only exist because of that which they purport not to be.
The black hole is everybody’s greatest fear because it is what everybody
will become. Most of us already exhibit its narcissistic traits. The sun knows.
Its mass is already shrinking at an accelerated rate. Soon it will cross the
threshold. Then: “During this shrinkage ‘death,’ the sun’s mass will remain
nearly constant, but its circumference will decrease, so it will move leftward
on a horizontal line, finally stopping on the white-dwarf curve—its grave.
There, as a white dwarf, the sun will continue to reside forever, gradually
cooling and becoming a black dwarf—a cold, dark, solid object about the
size of the Earth but a million times heaver and denser” (Thorne 159).
Etc.
But let us continue to map the topography of the future.
More often than not, the human st(r)ain culminates in a desire for Spartan
purity, defraying “the weak and the wounded” like a Catholic demon
(Session). This is beyond eugenics, beyond the confines of class, race, and
gender. It even transcends ideology, the silliest, most superfluous yet
destructive apparatus known to mankind, but as Althusser notes, there is
only ideology; everything else is a symptom of the sickness of Belief, the
worst of which is class, a “machine of repression” that neither sleeps nor
dies (11).
“My balls have nothing to do with proles or prejudice,” writes Grant Akerman
in Proles and Prejudice: Towards a Satyr of the Sun, a critical response to
Gitt’s The Pale Escarpment that, together with Schreber’s memoirs, I use as
a philosophical point of departure in this essay (139). Not only is Akerman’s
titular alliteration and wordplay unforgiveable, his acumen needs room
to breathe: I have no recourse for stars that have been satirized, let alone
relegated to halfass mythology.
During a period of institutionalization for “drug-induced psychotic disorder,”
I interviewed several of my colleagues. The crazier, the better—this was my
initial m.o. I quickly realized that the saner patients would generate higher
ratings in my forthcoming biopic. Too much insanity has no use-value; a
healthy spoonful of insanity, on the other hand, is solid gold.
I devised questions on the spot and committed the interviews to memory.
By the time I was released, I had forgotten every word.
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A psychic helped me retrieve the information. A project coordinator helped
me understand that there was no utility in the information.
Bereft, I inhabited a memory in which I hang from the arms of a giant
clockface on the side of a building in New York City. The memory belongs
to Harold Llyod, who, in the silent film Safety Last! (1923), accomplished
the shot with some trickery but did his own stunt work. This is a precarious
situation accompanied by bleary piano music. The grainy, black-and-white
scene flickers like a candle, with all chiaroscuro extracted from my smooth,
pale, featureless face. Viewers must have had some idea that the scene was
oneiric.
We conjure futurity by rewriting history. Voodoo has nothing to do with it.
In Alex Proyas’s Dark City (1998), a science fictional translation of Memoirs of
My Nervous Illness, it is always nighttime. None of the human lab rats who
populate the city have ever seen the sun, which doesn’t exist . . . until the
protagonist, John Murdoch, overthrows the alien antagonists and conjures
his own daylight.
As always, we arrive at the same place and strike the same endnote: . . .
POWER.
“Everything else is pure theory” (Run).
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ANARCHITECTONICS
[THE SPECTACLE OF THE VOID OR THE VOID OF SPECTACLE?]
Allnut to Sayer:
“Boat’s got to go faster than the water or you can’t steer.”
“If I was to let the engine die going down the rapids, we’d be goners…”1

1.
Steering was the projection of influence needed for the African Queen
to navigate the Ulanga. The river represented a context of autonomous
agency (the rushing water), while the Queen’s onboard engine was an
extension of the boat, whose power was itself a cybernetic extension of
Allnut.
Projection is essential for movement through any context of independent
action. In this sense, the journey of The African Queen symbolized
navigation through societal hyperspace — a context where the extent
and potency of cybernetic reach defines influence.
Without extension, Allnut could not have navigated the Ulanga. The
Ulanga would have navigated him.
2.
Cybernetic influence is built in modules whose reach extends from
agents as systems, superimposed on one another — as architectural
stacks, or machine instructions accreting in layers, atop palimpsests of
operating systems.
Tools of influence evolve in stages, each re-amplifying underlying logic
circuits, to an extent limited only by the stress-bearing capacity of its
modular array.
Operations manipulating operations which, themselves, are operated
upon — in a multidimensional stack which ultimately constitutes its own
agency, whether individual or organizational, either private or “public.”
This is how power is projected, always.
3.
The structural design of these stacked, influence-extending forms is
their architecture.
7
James Agee, The African Queen. 35mm. Directed by John Huston. Los Angeles: United
Artists, 1951.
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Evolutionary architectures emerge as reactions to contextual forces —
and function either due to, or in spite of their characteristic complexity.
Other, pre-meditated architectures are simplified, if not elegant —
though indentured, in the end, to the quality (or lack thereof) of a single
design, and possibly of a single designer.
The most eﬀective architectures are configured to synchronize with the
process and logic of their agents. Cybernetic structures are constellations
— architectural environments whose collective influence delimits the
agent body, in the broadest sense of the term.
4.

We each seek influence to navigate through a social context where all
agents aspire to navigate. No one wants to be pushed around.
Societal architectures are distinguished by their projection design —
imperial, feudal, theological, etc. — although in practice, societies
are constrained by multiple modes of projection, operating both
simultaneously and in union.
Dominant societal architectures are hegemonies of oligarchic agents
who use an assortment of such levers to extend their reach. These
levers vary in their approach, but are all confidence games: psychological
manipulations made to operate on discrete targets, but which are
scalable without limit. The eﬀect of these cons is to produce consensual
and cooperative subjects of influence.
Such action requires an insidiously seductive psychology, while social
proliferation demands an epidemic psychological pathology…
5.

Religion is one such archetypal pathogen, mutated by way of commodity
fetish (the topic of earlier remarks2), and the lethal pornography of
spectacle.3
Spectacle is not merely a form of hypnosis — eﬀected by the acceptance
of a superficial likeness of reality, oﬀered in place of actual reality — but
a paradigmatic trap within which the “subject” is defenseless against
the general epidemiology of power. In its most visible form spectacle
appears as entertainment, advertising, information, news, and all types
of mass media, aesthetics and “image culture.” Yet it extends beyond the
merely visible into the full array of social platforms. Inculcation begins at
birth, as the inception of consciousness itself…
2

Hilbert David, “Value.” Http://www.hilbert-space.net/journal/posts/valuE

3

Guy Debord, La société du spectacle (Paris: Buchet-Chastel, 1967).
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Spectacle is the broadcast manipulation of platform-capture: subjection to
the autonomous agency of power itself, congealed as a constellation of selframifying influence. Within this constellation, the most powerful actors
are corporations, who manipulate through “public relations,” and the
“mass” media who produce and exploit the attractions of a prescribed
audience type, whose seduction is bought and sold to fulfill capitalist
desire.
6.

In liberal societies, oligarch corporations are fully integrated with
governments who wish what they wish (the Corporate-State Apparatus):
the subduction of individuals into obedient identity blocks which, for
oligarchs, are malleable, exploitable instruments.
Individuals assert themselves in accordance with their own
characteristics, so an eﬀective consciousness harvest requires the
normalisation of character types. This is accomplished within paradigms
of spectacular commodity-realism, where “individuals” are reconfigured
into specific stereotypes, whose parameters are maximalized in advance.
Membership within one of these block pseudo-societies requires the
abandonment of all curiosity beyond the spectacle. Inter-constituent
distinctions evaporate, as these groups meld into massive, homogenous
blobs which are easily directed to any type of action — as an audience;
or as advocates, consumers, labor… as instruments of propaganda or
political action, or for any purpose.
Oligarchic agents amplify and extend influence through the exploitation
of these vehicles, which are fundamentally indistinct from colonies.
Identity blocks are the crownlands of new empires.
7.

Oligarchic hegemony is assured by societal architectures designed to
emaciate the power of all non-incorporated agents, by alienating them
from one another, and from themselves.
These architectures are structured as subordinate machines of highly
specific action, built upon successive layers of more generalized
machines in a sort of inverse hierarchy.
Such an expansive, integrated, and operationally redundant network
is impervious to isolated challenges, and may be subverted only by
way of a strategic counter-architecture, whose actions undermine both
the availability of resource blocks, and the eﬃcacy of the established
confidence game maintaining their pliability.
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8.

Elegant design exerts a synergy derived from the animation of congruent
structural features, in frictionless modular alignment.
Potency of personal environment as a direct cybernetic extension of the
individual is optimized through an idiosyncratic spatial arrangement
of customized instruments, aligned with the process and logic of their
agent. Spaces which integrate as they extend, enable an epiphanic
dexterity …
The same potency extends through integrated home, workshop, and
exterior space (be it urban, or wherever). Formal and informal extensions
between agents activate further cybernetic projection.
Agents with diversified initiative, derived from unitary motives, are
extensible in all psychological directions.
Appliances must be coordinated, and musical — they must be
instruments of harmonic environmental dexterity, responsive to neural
commands.
Network constellations of mutually extensible agents amplify
operational countermeasures able to negate the virulence of identity
blocks by quarantine, and subvert the totalisation of spectacle…
9.
Anti-hegemonic architecture occupies margins, beyond block limits.
Subversion along block frontiers may impress peripheral constituents,
while fulfilling the role of cordon sanitaire.
Counter-architecture must also subvert identity blocks from within,
through the infiltration of perspective to extant constituency gaps.
Provocations curious enough to inspire interest may expand these
intrusions like water freezing within concrete.
Here, voids of spectacle negate constituent valence, producing the
possibility of “emancipated” micro-environments.
Free from imposed structural traps, attention funnels, and other
instruments of intellectual larceny, a critical anarchitecture overcomes
hegemonic pseudo-social blocks — which fold back into debris, depriving
oligarchs of the very resource which defines their significance…
10.
“Et sic in infinitum.”
HILBERT DAVID
JANUARY 2020
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G E O C I T I E S
Part 1 – TOPOLOGIES OF THE VIRTUAL
We begin the formation of new tools, capable of deciphering / depicting the
anomalous and arcane qualities of the cityscape.
ZONE A
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Zone A is the unconstructable city. What cannot be built because it was never
intended to be. The potentialities of the machine-text allow for a procedurallygenerated city, without rationale or guidance. A monument in the field of
anarchitecture. In which the materials of construction are rooted in language.
Untethered to the reality of their instruction.
Each structure participates in a series of outward-facing conversations. First with
its neighboring materials (the relationship between gate and station / street and
drawer). Then again in its block-paragraph. And again across the entirety of the
predetermined zone.
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ZONE B
spatial! fluid / schema! Holderlin / organ / tome of conception along suﬀocation.
pilgrimage outside transnational space. collaged-biome to redpink! cosmopolis
screaming abjection! abdominal-zone! archaeology! scalp atop cosmopolis
vomiting fatigue entering mechanism. formation collapsing architectural-object
at microstructure consuming facsimile & mirror-image metabolizing gut & return.
prophetic of desire consuming input for artifact along tendril / erotic is control at god
digesting mirror-image climbing collaged-biome watching Mallarme metabolizing
tome of resurrection on sustenance! archive to projection? supra-subject in voidportal for abstract machine within subject rearranging eros in utero consuming
surveillant assemblage outside gauntlet to anthropocene! seance collapsing
low-poly! devotion. tome of resurrection + dataplasm watching scalp watching
bone-zone becoming other! trash climbing violence consuming un-formation
outside puncture is cum vomiting zygomata of spectre outside interface on cell!
poem are discovery! terror vomiting enigma! orifice is joy is organism of apiologic
atop tongue. holy mountain to apparition for interior. grotesque? portal-zone +
hermitage seducing erotic entering critical along mouth along orifice decaying
into theater seducing transnational space at chitin outside hermitage digesting
geocities digesting spectre entering intestinal-route entering artifact rearranging
materials in schizopastoral. absence along tract metabolizing metaphor becoming
tongue atop void within recognition. apiologic. signifier collapsing portrait watching
archaeology on appendage outside transformation was sun-worship entering barrier
in virtue climbing portal decaying into horror on journey consuming geocities within
performance climbing procedural generation digesting necropastoral. sea-levels in
the likeness of cruelty is mantis collapsing flow & oasis-zone / prose. speculate at
nodal point within zone in fiction outside prophetic are bodily! occult for cybernetic
with taint with salt digesting hellscape on pronouncement metabolizing surfaces at
journey / summoning / bone! gelatinous body screaming container atop astral-state
climbing bodily-zone watching veins to organic-without-organs of microstructure in
flesh + night on collaged-biome outside orifice / joy. processed materials + interface
in exterior becoming regime is element in dreamscape of eros? terror seducing
body astral-state collapsing fire outside tongue digesting zona / hadean zone + fire
becoming babble at desire on abjection outside holy collapsing abjection. your self
digesting non-existence screaming reality on speculate outside mask in the likeness
of pink-mousse? flesh? optical tech collapsing fantasy-screen rearranging bookobject with non-existence. numerology & portal! bodily & chastity belt. longue duree
collapsing corpsicum for subversive within forest of time with narrator! schizopastoral
rearranging duree. processed materials entering output outside gut with orifice-text
along liminal decaying into novel entering fatigue metabolizing gelatinous body is
planet & day vomiting incipit screaming chitin / real. text? eros! mask watching essay
within omnipresence screaming mouth + erotic in the likeness of destruction was
text! followers + aviary vomiting hellscape along dune-script along obfuscation is
photographic scans in the likeness of ballard
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Zone B is the manifestation of city within text. In which the architecture of each
structure is made from a set of recurring linguistic materials. The reappearance of
the word ‘element’ or ‘mask’ resembles the reappearance of wood panels across
various rooms of a theater.
The materials of the structure determine its navigability. Zone B is a text to be
moved through. It is the telos of the architectural. In which space is experienced
through time—made evident through duree.
ZONE C
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Zone C is the generation of the innardscape. A network of rudimentary structures—
in this case, an arrangement of hollow polygons—defined by their relation to
one another. By the graphical anomalies of their overlap. Here, the city is set to a
confined perimeter but a fractalizing volume. Immeasurable and to a certain extent,
again unnavigable (see Zone A).
Here, the body and architecture meld together. The fractal algorithm catalyzes the
cybernetic. The fusing of the body to its surroundings.
ZONE D
Zone D utilizes ASCII to convert alphanumeric characters into the building blocks
of the city-image. The text subverts its readability in order to become navigable.
The cooperation of bodies and architecture is then the communication between
the eyes and the text. The visceral bodily reaction is replaced with the strain of the
user’s vision as they scan each page.
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ZONE E
Zone E abstracts the language of former iterations. An occult and binary numerology
forms. Pulled from various undocumented sources. Luminous text crawls through
the abyss to form the proposed route-of-navigation.
Architecture must be constructed from the surrounding environment. But how can
this be done in the void? In a place that is without natural materials, without miseen-scene, set dressings, etc. Zone E proposes a spawned and recycled material.
In which the data of pre-existing databases is utilized to create new structures /
pathways.
This might then lead to the creation of an ecological text. In which the deterioration
of the planet is not furthered as the result of “building more” but still we must ask:
what powers your monitor? What keeps the servers alive? The virtual is always
rooted in the corporeal.
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ZONE F
Zone F is a murmuration of compounds into fluid and dynamic arrangements. The
text is never locked in place. The layout of the city is never locked in place. The
navigability of this zone is thus more diﬃcult to measure. In a moment it may move
from one simplified iteration to something incredibly complex and labyrinthine.
At times, the architecture of this space is impossible. It is an environment deeply
rooted in the brevity of virtual spaces. The body twitches as it first encounters the
qualities of the zone. The eyes curl towards one another and the mouth sits agape.
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ZONE G
Zone G is the city before its initial rendering. Before every object has been arranged
in its set place and every body has been tethered together. Pre-semiotic conception.
When there are no symbols to adorn.
Each structure takes on the basest form of the geographical-object. It spawns as
simplified polygon / as line-segment. “Something is soon to come.” But we are not
there yet.
This is an abyssopelagic place. Zone G is meaningless, not in the same manner as
the procedurally-generated language of earlier iterations, but only insofar as it has
yet to create the meaning its structures will contain / radiate.
It is possibly a moment of clarity. A moment to look at what is really there, before
the fog sets in.
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ZONE I
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tfDEaQpRv8xVqYAvNV6KCYLC37JkNfz95N197ZsVncGEvap1+dyU9m0Pjzhl1nKpdYKKN/OPAk8vPtAmFwv9LUbKPmIe036Eon40h5ocHSTgtBrxuO85R9ceZfCKnXwacVWUX2jO0r1ApPXu9NcvMdsjTcokuQCo7y65JjvBU/jz3EE7+Ov8XKy1Xln7m5K
XlEW6MoyJSZcrYWa75GePhHFRf4kiS+mHJ1XfSKTV/wJ7ePBbfuut35yC/+noq1t7iJ
xWXJuPUsNND4AgnuY4iNEOdWgUQ2LU3gnAst8WJhkuAFjimJMnFR9pbvHizZ+F
W0TfNgfPH0uVcG5CVOHTaUal1uYgnaLcZu/RS4GLVODf4rEz6V0NqwWKYpZzql121DYdpFNxQnhrJmX1xeMuktMgDVttKye/Ph4/bKkGI9qexZx1U4W564G71Jj9noduPW6Z6N/kA/ZmJi0wFdWPTT0eRyisiLUJm4fJiwKVo2yPlD0zgVr2cwh0FTsaQVd42/udtF+xN9IePbNboWvlvc8YBsxNd3VHjqazZ6NtjU4TqHUIxjCilEcEGu5r
ITBAiRZ9lCw4LWcH1Bg5wfGVVZu8FkVfATtO0b/iVZHKKdwN7YXoxRrUBhUhyiGrX0ivtODABWQdu16UgW7oM14KBVrMtfTBTHQBcaBv1CiI9ceyk8rwoC1ANT/
TAXzwAZUCjkdQOHgUc6Lbf46itbkgnTpueD/8iJt9hC41UorJlhFe5sMbWMmWEY
E305h1s1fU7s2w2MtIJvJCNRRAp5Qe1OvNab72p1qJpmdzvDAWwczHlBEJzTdBO
cN9fq2nhVd8nLinO6Bzi2iJK9Z3MdkNNzwkBk17liEE0/89UG1nJ3ztxnbsbhdm3W
mJaP9Wl/YsKCipR1GCbH8znIsuQURnW7CaJAyD8mJ9TFjmBN1ig8h+0q+zpcytL
3fcuy3OUntgGxFbhYLB5HXLCvhIQqVmS3J2gUqzk5P41Ophphd90+BLA6TpB68/
svNapudWguVbW6BlXwFQTt+bwLg2oT7dH+vD3DnE+neEcJ3FSRBsbeaVPD5w
1jSasoLPtzYZEleMCmyjAf/GZUfHVqKURsKVutvrYo6oE+6cFkWVLhfAqC7qmX
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ZONE H
is the conversion of image into portal. It is the globalized extension of the city into
one tendril of a greater cosmopolitan organism. Each locale can be traced back to its
origin point. The various appendages of the arbor act as faux-rhizomes. Labyrinthine
within themselves, but navigable when a distance begins to form between the text
and the eyes.
Part 2 - RENDERING COSMOPOLIS
— What is the process of rendering the cosmopolis in a virtual setting?
— The virtual here might not strictly be a synonym with the digital. It is more
compatible with the identity of the surface. How can the exterior of the
geographical-object be rendered onto the face of a page / the interface?
— The interface is the screen that wraps around your eyes.
— The face of the page is the cream-colored paper that you have soaked in ink.
— The subject creates their own kind of virtual cosmopolis—an attempt—in
which the facsimiles of the city are recreated in-text.
— What is the diﬀerence between a structural architect and a landscape architect?
— Does one source foreign materials into a natural locale, while the other
integrates new structures from materials already present? This cannot be the
case.
— The artificial landscape carries the same legitimacy as the natural. The
topologies of the artificial are notable in the randomness of their construction.
— The telos of gaia spans outside of the subject’s FOV. The virtual is contained
well within it.
— But it is rarely all visible at once. It fractalizes inwards. The subject’s view is
obfuscated by distance—by the development of further surfaces.
— The eyes look at the interface which looks at the monitor which looks at the
source which looks at a base-language.
— In the artificial landscape of the virtual, vision is a chain of metaphors.
— In a virtual city, does the relationship of architecture and body still exist? Does
this remain an integral interaction within said space?
— How does the organism meld into an inorganic setting? Not only one that is
made from foreign materials, but set in abstract coordinates.
— The digital is still rooted in the physical. The page is made of paper. The screen
is made of various plastics. It connects the users to servers that sit in a room
somewhere.
— The city remains a geographical-object. It is still somewhere.
— What new mediums are evoked through this muse? The subject is resting in
a field of questions. Or they are spelunking the procedural habitations of a
monochrome monitor.
— Every iteration of the digital city feels like an act of science fiction.
— The navigation of the digital city can occur via two methods. The first is through
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engagement with the interface. Operating a keyboard and mouse, connecting
one link to another. Browsing.
The second is via the usage a digital facsimile of the body. The body-esque.
The body-esque is the avatar the user inhabits while walking around in a
videogame. Or the faux-body that they take on while using a V.R. headset.
The body-esque creates a more direct bodily connection between the physicalcity and the virtual-city. The visceral experiences of the former become
replicable within the latter.
Browsing mimics the act of sorting a filing cabinet or assembling a puzzle.
Maneuvering the body-esque is more like standing in an escape room.
Structures can be navigated and their tactility can be felt through the feedback
of the hand and the foot.
The body-esque can clench its teeth around a brick and press until they bend.
When looking at contemporary examples of a virtual architecture, two
examples come to mind. The first being a game called, Hypnospace Outlaw, in
which the user acts as a moderator in an homage to web 2.0 era sites / forums.
They travel by means of keywords and links. They use the search bar to reveal
potential routes as well as more covert spaces, ones that might be hidden
otherwise.
Keywords are an economic tool. They moderate access to various structures /
pages. The act of traversal often occurs in a kind of backroom. Simplistic tables
lit on the monitor.
The position of the user resembles that of the archivist. It is the sorting and
managing of data.
But at the same time, there is a clear structure to this landscape. There are sites,
which house various pages and various users. Some share spaces others live
and perform in isolation. Authoritarian agents monitor activity and censor nonconforming members. Political bodies manipulate traﬃc and correspondence.
The forum is a navigable zone. It can be traversed and inhabited.
It is an obfuscated labyrinth—an invisible maze solved by clicking ‘left’ or ‘right’
in order to move. Complex arrangements are hidden outside of view.
The subject learns what combinations of ‘left’ and ‘right’ will lead to which
door and records them. They archive this data and revisit it when these routes
become necessary.
In a more connected example of virtual architecture, there is a game like,
Dusk, in which the player moves with incredible mobility through open, threedimensional spaces.
Here, there is a direct relationship between the virtual and the physical. The
body-esque navigates these spaces in the likeness of a human body. Or so it
would at least appear that way.
In actuality, the body-esque of Dusk is a half-formed object. It acts independent
of the subject’s biological constraints. The body-esque does not need organs
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or muscle or fat. It only needs the capacity to interpret and decipher sensory
information, and to locomote.
The body-esque is a tool of the subject. It is a suit to adorn.
But in the transference from body to body-esque, a certain dysmorphia can
form. The motion sickness of moving in V.R. without moving the user-body.
Because the body-esque is a tool of the body, which takes the place of the
body, the subject is under the assumption that they have moved from one
vessel to another. When in actuality, they have only switched sensory modes.
In Dusk, the user is operating a durable and highly maneuverable avatar
through low-poly landscapes. The body-esque here is capable of performing
actions that the human anatomy could not.
Not only this, but it is operating in an environment of artificial / heavilymanipulated physics. The acceleration of gravity slows. The weight of objects
shifts. The walls flicker between present and not.
The virtual cosmopolis is a place of non-euclidean geometries. Of overlapping
projects. And pseudo-structures. Where behind the façade, there is nothing.
There is more of the same, or a void of scattered assets.
A tower might exist compressed into one floor of overlapping layouts. With
fluctuating transparencies. Or a city might manifest in a moment of sudden
procedural-generation.
Or the city might fluctuate between existence and non-existence. Culling in the
environment as the subject approaches it.
The primary dilemma of the virtual city is its habitability. This is not to say that
the virtual city is not habitable, but that it demands a new kind of habitation. In
which the user is separated from their physical body.
In the game-world, subjects can walk through complex spaces and interact in
many ways with many objects, but they are still anchored to the bodily. They
are still slouched in front of the monitor.
Can the body-esque replace the body? Can the tool become the medium?
How do we translate the body-esque into textual forms of representation? Do
we take up the sensory modes of the cybernetic?
Mimicking the vision of Vertov’s kino eye. In which the organic is replaced with
its more adept and eﬃcient facsimiles. Can the text take up the same position
as the kino eye? Creating a new mode of vision / representation. Converting
these vast digital zones into something decipherable.
Here, the text is an object—an architectural artifact. It is an instrument to incite
summoning. I don’t know of what. Golem or servant or maybe a throne. The
text is a tool. Something that you must learn to use and eventually master. The
mastering of a text does not come from the eﬃciency of the writer, but from
the broad function of the user. The reader is set to conjure whatever allusions
might rest in the potentialities of language. In the case of the virtual landscape,
the text has taken on certain non-euclidean qualities. It is capable of doing /
containing a kind of arcana that it did not previously have the space for. Storage.
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In certain spaces we see the text already beginning to mimic and utilize
elements of the digital environment. Zone A using randomized data, Zone B
using machine-written passages.
In these moments, the cityscape is a readable architecture. It can be directly
engaged with. The subject scans the structure with their eyes.
But the surface remains. There is no depth to the text of the machine. Any
meaning is the result of user-created narratives. Pulling prophecy from a grain
of sand.
The text is an occult object of the architectural. It creates an occultism from the
randomness and unmotivations of the machine that drives it. The programs
that puppet Zone B do not understand what body horrors they may depict /
what rituals they might instruct.
What kind of factions might spawn from the interpretations of the
uninterpretable? Of a puzzle that can be assembled in nth diﬀerent ways. A
procedural-philosophy spawns from the materials of the text-structure.
It is a city in which every building and roadway is constructed from highly
metaphysical and sacred materials. It is the saturation of intense meaning. In
which words like ‘corpse’ and ‘flesh’ begin to lose their original potency.
Language fuses into the greater monument until its presence is barely
noticeable. Only when the subject comes close to the surface, pressing their
eyes close against the page, do the words become visible once again.
Language must be mined from the white noise.
Although this landscape is more advanced than its predecessors, it is no more
interesting. It is still empty. It is still endless and made from a repetitive set of
building blocks.
The text engages with the interface. The interface responds and illuminates
key passages.
BEHIND THE SURFACE MORE OF THE SAME
The text is a catalogue of surfaces. The textual city is the translation of each of
these surfaces into a navigable zone. The textual city is the interaction of body
and paper. The relationship between vision and page-matter.
In this case, the virtual architecture of the city is a space of simultaneously
haptic and non-haptic feedback. The tactility of the page creates direct contact
between landscape and subject. The abstract interpretations of its materials
creates a non-haptic / neural correspondence.
THE MUSES ARE EVOKED AND THE SUBJECT VOMITS.
V.R. is capable of inducing an immediate nausea in the way that a text cannot. In
Zone B this nausea is instigated by the visceral and fleshed nature of language.
Although the base-terms of each surface are often veiled by the mass of their
surroundings, certain terms have a habit of catching the eye, and as a result
defining the surface that they are part of—although they likely share almost
identical composition with the surrounding surfaces and operate with the
same bank of base-terms.
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BEHIND THE SURFACE MORE OF THE SAME.
The text operates within the constraints of a terminal architecture, in which
each structure is unidentifiable from the outside. A bank no longer looks like a
temple to money.
There is a boldness that can be admired in the random gestures of the
machine’s procedure. Phrases can be isolated and worshipped. The text speaks
in a droning whisper. You must hold your ear to the ground if you intend to find
what you are looking for. A single thread identical to those suspended around
it.
What relationship do the textual and digital have to one another? What
connects them under this guise of the virtual?
Beyond the expanse of surfaces, and the compartmentalizing of these surfaces
into distinct zones (text::page, digital::window). The virtual is a means of
projection.
The real as it appears obfuscated through the lens of human perception. Where
earlier techniques of the city symphony portrayed their subject through the
means of a mechanical reproduction, the virtual abstracts the city into its
distinct features.
The city symphony is a means of editing images that the eye has long grown
used to. Facsimiles of the physical plane. Reflections that are not manipulated
through their presentation, but their arrangement.
Avant-garde examples like Burroughs’ Cut-Ups or Henri Chomette’s Reflections
of Light and Speed still utilize recognizable images. They conjure that which the
eye is already capable of forming on its own.
The virtual summons its visuality from another source. It is rooted in the
subject’s interpretation of the landscape. It is the haphazard collection of data
and the recreation of faint memories.
In this way, the virtual takes on certain occult qualities. It acts with enigmatic
magick. Conjured through the whims of the machine. In the digital, it is the
program that randomizes / organizes language. In the text, it is the printer—a
now predominantly automated system.
BEHIND THE SURFACE MORE OF THE SAME.
The text is a structure that must be built. It does not replicate or capture the
phantoms of the other. It does not absorb the textures of the physical plane. It
must be created. Beginning with the luminous blankness of the monitor or the
page. It begins as nothing.
THE TEXT IS A GEOGRAPHICAL-OBJECT. IT IS A MICROLITH.
The subject must pull meaning out of the machine’s random nothingness. Not
to prove that there is a sentient string maneuvering behind its facade, but that
the mathematical operations it performs are occult in and of themselves.
The machine is a hardworking creature always on the verge of collapse. Always
with the potential to collapse. But when it does, the user does not mourn.
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They simply resurrect. They perform the role of birthing-doctor and mortician.
Receiving the newborn as they perform an autopsy on its previous corpse.
Materials here lack scarcity. There are always more words that can be added to
the page. There are always more pages to add to the book, more books to add
to the series.
The text operates within the confines of a small space. It is limited by the
capacity of the bound book. But it can fractalize inwards. Its interior is vast and
complex. Capable of endless arrangements. Operating with the same basetools.
Alphanumeric elements are set on the page. First digitally, then practically.
The scarcity of the textual structure is null. Through the use of print-ondemand, neural networks, machine writing, R.N.G. writers, etc.
From the maw of the machine spawn endless structures / endless texts /
endless landscapes.
BEHIND THE SURFACE MORE OF THE SAME.
Whatever is deleted can be resurrected. A new oﬀspring can emerge from its
parent executable.
The virtual cosmopolis is a cube of regenerative tissue. When it is cut or
damaged, it quickly comes back together. It recovers as if nothing had touched
it to begin with.
Abrasions, demolitions, disasters are integrated into the nature of the machine.
Operating through the feedback loop of construction and destruction. Just as
the city is completed, its oldest structures begin to crumble, they are restored
/ replaced. So on. So on.
WE TAKE ON THE AESTHETIC OF DEGRADATION
THE TELEOLOGICAL CHIC OF RESTORATION
BEHIND THE SURFACE MORE OF THE SAME
The subject presses their face against the monitor until it begins to fuse with
the screen. They slide through the threshold of the in/organic. Every groove of
the face is coated in a liquified static.
The subject presses their face against the surface of the page until they begin
to fuse together. Sliding through the threshold of the in/organic. Every groove
of the face is coated in black ink.
Every symbol rests on the surface. Behind the surface, more of the same.
Behind the symbol, a series of compatible symbols.
The subject projects their being onto the virtual cosmopolis.
MIKE CORRAO
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THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO

OFFENSIA

The waves now along the Malecón.
A sludged tumult, sloughing oﬀ from the quarantine station on Plague Island,
flexed in the manner of a statistical curve, of false positives & misplaced
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optimism, of instrumental error & human incapacity, rising from sluggish
troughs to sudden swells, spraying the air with a fine septic mist, swamping
the foreshore, causing pedestrian traﬃc to flee & seek refuge upon higher
ground, scurry for shelter under eaves, fend oﬀ the infected waters as best
they can with nothing at hand but the spirit of improvisation, bits & pieces of
floating debris, plastic noodles, briquettes of glyphosate, vats of deep=frier
sludge, mouldy fruit&veg, used hypodermics, surgical masks, the streets
less & less streetlike & more in the vein of Venetian canals, no sooner are
swamped than teeming with rats, eels, canetoads, scorpions, warthogs,
seamonkeys, piranhas, anacondas, poodles, caimans, etc.
Thus the City vomits & writhes upon its sickbed
while the sky exhibits all the sangfroid of an Aryan eye
twinkling in April sunshine
watching the scum of humanity get it in the neck:
every subprole, street urchin, anarchist, suﬀragette, junkie, Jew,
every hooker & menopausal fag,
every inmate of every forced labour camp,
every stoker, trash collector, poet & bum,
every species of parasitic vermin in this great Land of Opportunism.
Paradise of Immiseration.
Paradise of Double=Dealing.
Paradise of Precarity.
Paradise of Odious Debt.
Paradise of Vested Interest.
Paradise of Fake News.
Paradise of Social Immobility.
Paradise of Self=Righteous Evangelism.
Paradise of BlahBlahBlah.
Consider: the whole of future History could hang on whatever idiotic phrase
just happens to pop into the head of the next G.O.D.=fellating troglodyte
(there’s no shortage) He in His wisdom elects as His emissary:
to blight & punish, now & forever, from this point on, or as
opportunity dictates, caprice also, or pure randomness, playing
dice with a tribe of demoralised primates conditioned to expect
the worst.
Do they really find it so unbearable?
This endless torment of sandflies in the canned malarial tropical heat?
This rancid stink of terminal decline?
This putrid morass of Habsburg kitsch in a swamp of rancid meringue?
This syphilitic underbelly of it all, churning with slumlord incontinence?
Laugh why don’t you!
Go on, heave yr guts up while y’re at it!
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There’s more to a House of Grief than misery seeking a partner in crime
or a widow’s weeds tasting of rotten fish
or formaldehyde
or chlorinated turkey cock
or the stale sweat of labour & sacrifice
or tuberculous spit.
Pleasure isn’t free, you know. Consequences have their consequences.
Didn’t you read the brochure? Think they were joking about the Devil in the
small print? This isn’t the refund you were promised when you bought the
ticket? Too bad, kid. Sometimes you’ve just got to drown in yr own lungs
before you can appreciate breathing air.
Oh, La Malattia! Cesspit of the Bohemian Sea Coast! Jewel in the blighted
crown of the Queendom of all whoresons, slaves & excommunicated sexual
deviants!
With a Piña Colada in one hand & a pustuled prick in the other, luxuriant
under a beach umbrella in a bath of bad blood. (This could be you!) Never
mind the carnage, the TV re=runs are all the soap a clear conscience could
ever require to stay whiter & brighter.
Clean as a wet whistle!
Clean as Maria Teresa’s twat!
Clean as crated Chernobyl bilge water!
Clean as a martyred Christian Confucian Communist’s colon!
This kind of thing could keep the privileged segments of humanity
entertained for quite some time, enough at least to fill the blanks between
their ears with a laughable impression of consequentiality (all 7 syllables of
it). Oi vey gevalt! You really have to be the next best thing to Saint Augustine
to appreciate a joke nowadays.
Well it probably goes without saying that some lessons are harder
to learn than others, or just easier not to learn, or maybe the occasion &
opportunity simply never did present (bourgeois scum!). Take architecture.
It’s like that chicken & that egg: which came first, hahaha? Look around:
what’re they gonna think in a thousand years, casting back over the old
calamities, when they try to make sense of this? (And you know what THIS
means.) It’s one thing to cobble a man out of mud, but it takes art to build
Babels out of pure carbon monoxide, dig?
Heed me well, whiteboi!
The fact is that humankind socalled ain’t nothing but the most tedious
drawn=out historical fatality. (Did I say, hysterical fallacy?) Better to have
cut it oﬀ at the root, in a manner of speaking. Pull it out by the neck. Make
a clean break while there’s time. (And what’s time, anyway, but the anguish
of metamorphosis among the unachieved? A weeping sore erupting
in sentimental joy? The flowering anus of celestial transport, of those
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marooned between sweet nothings? Or the path of G.O.D.HEAD through a
wilderness of its own uncreating?)
Naturally (or in other words it stands to reason), the future isn’t all it’s
been cracked up to be. Nope. Our post_evolutionary scions may well look
back from cryonic halfsleep with sick envy at all them snowdome Arcadias
pissed away while the going was still good, or good enough, or even just
half=good, or at least no worse than it deserved to be, or just bearable, or not
quite yet an utter calamity, not the sine qua non of all things irredeemable,
or as deletable, plainly & simply, as it was (or is) destined (par hazard or by
design) to become?
Let us gladden them with a show of our survivalist spirit!
Look at the virile firing squads arrayed on the boulevards!
Regard the sprightly suicides somersaulting from the bridges!
The captains of industry riding into the sunset in an orgy of infarcts!
The proles rising up from their despond in one convulsive rictus like fish
into a fryingpan!
The queens kicking the cancan along the Malecón in the face of a
tsunami of sequined sewage!
All, all, to be swept Noah=like from Babylon to buggery, in the vortex
of that abysmal tide, & washed up in the footnoted aftermath alone &
stranded as upon remotest Ararat, thence to starve, lament & feverishly
dream of atonements great & small beneath the twinkly stars, for whatever
good that might serve.
All this cld’ve been AVERTED?
(It was no secret, after all.)
But let those who’ve never stolen the labour of another’s sins shed the
first tear! For ourselves, who are made of so much sterner stuﬀ, know THE
WORST IS STILL TO COME.
Consider what once a philosopher of Old Golemgrad graﬃtied on the
Castle gates:
COULD THIS BE THE WALL
AGAINST WHICH THE LAST
KAPITALIST WILL BE SHOT?
Alas, it was not.
However:
the wisdom of the ages has taught us, if nothing else, the refusal of
despair. Preparedness, yes. Vigilance, resolve. Decisiveness of action. The
seizing of initiative, always.
A GOOD HANGING MANY A PLAGUE PREVENTS!
Thus spake Oﬀensia.
LOUIS ARMAND
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Who has to tear it to the site, the tranquility of the various
transparent combat killers in this socket only makes the
system look absurdly at the veins that surround the bloody
hydromania. It is the passage of the emotional end to nonbreathing of channel stripped unblossomed energy a level
opaque raining, shouting times, corpses in body space with
pink joints the child who screamed, so did a reset and ashed
our creatures, was set on a wise continent where the skull
tragedy that the child already was an artificial human being,
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she was time. His corpse hand with an archive dive head is
vital plug. The pest’s Loves of She says that when the nature
perceives a boy in the cadaver’s brain in the symphony, when
the ditch understands the area, the eyes of the retro-rooted
cadaver dog totem cult followers may load the horizon. I can
do it. It is incomplete. Killing the Reptilians, reliable rain
from the shrunken sun flows into data. The agenda of nature
is that by mimicking he must pop the meteor, all of the felted
eyeballs could be inserted into the gel. The sun’s embryo flesh
to reach its lower brain monitor to get on a person everybody
was a parasite in the desire of the browser body was attacked:::I
opened only his tall man anyway, I opened him grooming groom
grooming semen of CALAMITY poisoning, a tall virus. Meat is
killed Meat is killed the burnt nature of the plane was torn
and the brain read was torn that I chose I’m a corpse whose
hyper body is hyperbody breathes or the forehead feet can’t
be hacked a clings virtual blind raining towards the break
world of devices all data penis variant this artificial water
mania thinking dog is Xperienced strings attacking the world
with him with the drug possible tragedy of possible chromosomes
download sex only blood disturbed mass innocent mutation
controlled homicide and density of soldiers passed towards
kindness and guards gram was a hole he said a gouge boy gave
her brain to the head of a city shovel boy was a tragedy
scream and his ecstasy serious brain crashed far away we
cracking. But his chaos is a module of the soul of a man whose
eyes have been torn as desire our own thrust spun out the
dog’s dick mechanism crushed mass of rave chloroform was
crushed stage smite scream emulated even the blackness of the
corpse smoke and leader sifting mimicry fetish grains as the
error in that of the tomb of chloroform-shovel overwhelms?
Acid is obligatory and preserves what is cummed. He inserted
a gouge in non-memory with a vital plug-in, as his harder
eyes of cells were literally emulated corpses, so the techno
toy nature lost great brain what you read among all is
usually the brain bones of WE’RE, the poorest breathing,
orange to hardest era, caring for blood vessels and omitting
the controller for those who go beyond it. Her human wiring
is barely pressed and the rave chloroform gun is a bag. Blood
burning cry clots self-order penetrate as osmoses draining
download as his intact times he gene screams swirl strikes his
acidic body protocol brain his own boys own worlds lonely
attack of a mental illness machine angel forms the memory
body of her pants in the invisible era and helps his push emit
stinking distant swastika sand thunder Increasingly DIE
wright had to desperately have a strange sky flower painting
bizarre sun GONNA and murder Gonna and infecting suicide dog
her dog is a grotesque number his meal screamed unleashed the
function of Chemical Proliferated like noise out Depressed
Everyone controlled by gravity single naive artificial
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digital bumped de Data Mutant Bioless Flying Streamed He
Earth Chunk The Sheer-Off System ARE On-Glass was the most
insanely crazy glazed glass to save chemicals. His ultramachinery, spire’s eyes, brain, and untouched clones are like
secrets. The disgusting reason for the system grotesque halt
bloody was that it was the most chloroform because it was a
cable but the boy who was fucked with another rape nightmare
brainstormed ction to push enough drug cravings, instead
control a crazy maggot like yourself child circuit catastrophic
boy without inputs:::The Painting Control Push the Vital
Quietness of plug-and-download sucks the naive world of
immature addicts only dying media vital and murdered
hyperhole touched madness DIE gives an empty brain absolutely
fools the corpse boy down-monitor, he has omitted the dead
corpse he is with hydro’s own lover he has a friend’s cracked
heart her ultra-mechanical penis was literally their reptile
body when moving. The joint in has a lonely sun unbloomed
spiteful piece redacted techno sick chromosome but a feti
transmission duty parasite Is singing for retro but the soul
is trusted so the bond is a set gel. Burn our fears of the
module self-push guard era grave soul tiger mechanically
kept protocol human dog and surely infected desire of hunting
nude plague save artificial joint play loaded with attac body
glass light glows the life of the boy extended corpse she
pushed the sun data of the artificial slack of the living boy
mutant saver machinery other eye resets best stopped. Body
cracked system. The system’s retro tragedy push feature runs
out or resets. The hard acceleration read is what I entered
the input is the distant chaos of the chaos of his module in
memory and the gram is a retro nasty fetish of a nasty human
being he is his selfish there, it was the artificial sun that
invaded for him, the invisible of the chemical organs to him,
who began a serious purpose I died, cut off the substance, and
was given the density of the acid circuit of the module wants
him a fighter grooming strike to mast brain saliva I pretend
to be mass tall screen mutated read acid wins your head bat
head suicide the drug is the drug he has caught and accelerates
and the drug system has crashed every single bone and the
whole corpse has happened, unlike the nature of the act, it
was kind of agenda. The mess at the end of her brain remained
worth rotten. Bad and another is the nature of the air to
read immediately, which did not fly the device. His will hopes
that her brain pants will be incomplete via soft reasons or
imitating through the imitation of different eras we open
and render his one fucking proliferating in an artificial
world that has grown we have shouted confusion from the
dislocation in his erupted compilation of a poor corpse of
bloodthirsty programmed ashlight. Please be careful. Reset
has been removed. Hunting of GONNA has become ash. His output
transparent murderer her brain is watching for addicts. The
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murder of the flesh of the crash is the eyeball, the future of
the soul is the vertebrate of the chromosome joint information
of the embryonic brain rave sucks the virus transfers the
murderous blood like a body opaque dog urinates non-channel
cadaver felt and the continent gained an emulated mass, so
screaming suicide plugging herself and breathing to fight
her with a suicide gun like a brain he loves shooting sperm
brains randomly young at random FUCKING he got confused
eyes her system sacrificial part of meat is part of veil
control co-mock dog and he downloaded he went to the access
he cloned and the bondage acid scorched without turning he
was an imitation of vamp himself a man who was an odd maniac
why he broke the sand of another emulated hole creature
became level drilled nude transparent she is beyond the
wrapping she is more than the area of the sitting will be able
to have data mutant under sitting a little below the urinary
because it exceeds the psychosis caused by ecstasy. Does the
brain in the memory game walk area apply to her eyes? The
empty boy osmoses I cut the acid justified she’s high from the
way they go his controller body rained self and the energy
leader of the protocol? The shit of access is a drug but the
acid soul of a dog is the lens of his eyeball warrior. It was
a flight to hidden apoptosis bioless emotion installed talker
did not pop him my heart he gets the sun like he did the
chromosome when unable to get rid of brain cells are hacking
every spire where all the sun is full of grief and grotesque
is open:::With retro thinking hitting that of a stupid brain
and circumventing an emotional corpse and patroling him
trying to keep her infinite, the module screen of this monitor
tears an invisible is shown. The virtual she was surreal
reason for the renewal was because it breathes desire of
replicants who suck sucked up there was no grotesque way to
jointly bind the deeper acid but the totem plane was dead but
her grams were killed on the planet and the chloroform boy
burned her dog’s system. Our symphonies are fooled by access.
Terrible and the while psite spine chromosome speed of the
duppet screams, while the blackness of the brain exceeds the
set and a protoc with catastrophic tenderness everyone smashes
the corpse socket CLAMITY dog hiding his forehead hiding his
forehead depressing the mass controller he could have read
the chloroform saver himself saver fucking sucked his brain
and shed blood presence of Pushes the Selfish was an open
fetish. Our breathing breathes ourselves sick man himself
pushed hard. The game master is a machine-angel noise master.
Their acid gives the six stories of the Digital-Vamp ALL in
an empty starting stream and the chaos of the world that
makes chemistry clumsy hydromania her memory tree keeps him
till that day to tear a fetish well myself bathed in the sun
on a bat someone’s infiltration grave she couldn’t read the
glass she couldn’t overload the synapse killer screen OVERLOAD
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chromosome continental acid order pants artificial chloroform
blood hungry penis I like the load of his fool for a possible
monster boy’s corpse salvage dick, his spine in his DIE rape is
much more saver until it is pushed towards his 0, and it just
keeps it. Sitting was love, realizing that the eyeball was the
twisted blood of his accessible cum. The physical fluid of
your hunting being is us and the corpse under the placenta of
the brain has blown up a warrior to accelerate his random
cult alt gets code the he of the then of the streamed of guy
was disassembled as hydromania’s joint his medium Break Dash
was a tragedy fetish and excavated smite he was a sperm of an
emulated system that was parasitized on the surface who stood
on the program and gave birth, even though they are certainly
far away like the bloodshed sun, it was only pink from the
messed-up masticum amyloid with the linen brain mutated all
emulated embryos had a blue intent I call the eyes of a crazy
device a naturelod transferred crying boy number lost edit
its mutation and age itself it’s the only head-eye to her
manic acid her sun when her everyone took away her sun has
released she accelerates the soft blinds the tragedy of his
fighting head grotesque shovel rave is loaded and the
regenerated stench is resettable data mutant is literally a
memory of murder and the purpose of the boy’s device agenda
why is his boy’s energy mutant mind he is the leader? The
light that inhabits the surreal scream of lost in the head of
the horizon of his imperfection mast corpse of ecstasy brain
or male gene screams that it infects others but data screen of
interest is a maggot and the way tragedy now continent
software transparent download reset feti reason those stages
of chemical artificial body is his meat making mechanism like
a glass of a edited boy he has a co-reset with a weird teardrop
switching is a problem but barely try while holding a
malicious gouge’s heart to an artificial dog, skipping absurd
claws, hung this ash with hanging ashes PLAY >> the bondage
saver wasn’t retro and was trapped in the sun grave. Relax the
selfish age usually a plague that offends his abolition can
control you. Carefully inserted our FUCKING of modules and
retro but the tissue expanded the eyeball penis protocol of
the screen grounding system shit is what you pass to the
brain and the retro of his soul is Her Drug and Sexual Meat
I Do Not Emulate Airplane Chemica
Four killers:
The one who screams bats.
The one who talks in totems.
The one who walks with endlessly tall spires.
The one who pities.
The pest.
KENJI SIRATORI FEAT NOISE WEAVER
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ILLUMINATIONS / AFTER RIMBAUD
This idol with jaundiced fur, without parents and back in Crown Court,
more ignoble than any of your news-sheets. Your domain is festering,
oozing out across a nameless beachhead in algorithmic waves: a vagueness
without vessel, the unnameable Greek/Slav/Celt et cetera (you choose).
At the edge of the forest, dream flowers shudder, burst into flames and
shoot bolts of lightning at the girl with tan-bed orange labia, her knees
crucified with sharpened fingernails. The backdrop is a deluge that no one
can hear: a flashflood rises from the water meadow accompanied by naked
thunderheads — a nakedness that foreshadows ghost — while up in the sky,
the margarine, the sea.
Ladies are volving on a steep terrace at the edge of the ocean: children and
their giants — jet slathered with moss and verdigris mice, jewel-larded earth,
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your cohort of fuckwits — and the miniature gardens, thawed and crammed
full of baby eagles — adolescent mothers melting, a bloated sister with
surviving eye pierced by pilgrim needles. She’s on the long march backward
to her personal season in hell, accompanied by tyrannical little foreigners,
outsiders in drag and sundry douchebag persons: all our malformed but
gently unhappy people — what a fucking bore, this hour of the cut-price
body, flyover of the heart.
II
Remember that undead girl behind the roses? She’s back again: la petite
mort, with her brief loss of consciousness, a post-seizure climax sometimes
likened to death. Her undead mother is also trespassing. She is walking
down the steps and into the sea where her undead cousin discharges his
kalashnikov noisily on the sandspit. The even littler undead brother was last
seen at the Chinese takeaway (what a family!) — the search party found him
behind the sunset, floating on an incarnadine water meadow. The old people
we bricked up standing in the cavity wall are also undead. They are giroflex.
A swarm of gold leaf surrounds the house of a very high ranking army oﬃcer.
He is in the middle. We followed the Red Army along the road and reached an
abandoned inn somewhere in a French-speaking country. Moscow caught
fire at that moment. The bouncy castle is for sale; the shutters are diseased.
The local priest will have swallowed the key to the church by now. Beneath
the municipal car park, a bedsit housing the riot police is uninhabitable.
The palisades — a fence of pointed wooden stakes fixed in the ground with
others in a close row to form an enclosure or defence — are so high that you
can just about see whispering peaks of ash in the distance. Besides that,
there is nothing else here to see, nothing at all.
The floodplain stretches back to an abandoned plague hamlet. The
neighbourhood recluse has been locked up for his own good: ‘O the calvaries
and millstones of our desert fathers, an archipelago of islands crammed
with furniture, marbles!’
The magic flowers had tinnitus. The magic flowers droned on. They were
bored, too. At the embankment, culottes jaunes rocked the undead boy on
his ankle bone (talus). The cards have not yet been dealt; beasts of fatuous
elegance are mainly circular. The clouds gathered on the high seas, haughty
shit made of an infinitude of warm salt, your tears.
RICHARD MAKIN
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THE
LEBOVICI AFFAIR
PSYCHOGEOGRAPHY (ACT XVIII)
To call for the overthrow of the existing
order / May seem a terrible thing. / But
what exists is no order. // To seek refuge
in violence / May seem evil. / But what is
constantly at work is violence / And there
is nothing special about it. Bertolt Brecht
The whole affair [like its modus operandi]
is marked by a climate of personal betrayal &
political ambush: Gérard Lebovici [editor of
the Editions Champ Libre, producer & friend
of Guy Debord’s] in an underground car park
on Avenue Foch, Chaillot, Porte Dauphine,
with four bullets in the back of his head,
in the front seat of his car;
Police, D.S.T. & Renseignements généraux
trace a lead [a constructed situation?] that
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extends into the circles of the author of La Société
du Spectacle; it is striking how quickly the relations
between Debord & the media in the so-called leftwing extremist milieu of the Red Brigades, Action
Directe or Baader & Ensslin are thickening: How the
truth appears as a fleeting moment of falsehood: so
that falsehood continues in the midst of the tangle
[the same again & again], crimes of the state on the
side of the circles of power that be are approved
of beforehand: something driven into Macron’s head
like the commandment of the hour struck [give him the
crown of his decomposed predecessors, the gruesome
splendour-rags of the Guccis and Chanels]: the divine
order to shoot, how the glass splinter in your eye
cannot escape the sharpest of all looks
Reporters for weeks mount a stake-out under Debord’s
windows & finally Paris-Match takes a meaningless
snapshot: in the addition of the zero point [even
the real is imitated so that it resembles falsehood];
starting from the blind spot of thought: hostage
negotiations as a discourse gag [the sham manoeuvre],
the gyrating embers of boredom, boulevards of black
smoke, meanings far beyond social consensus & a power
maintained by the police apparatus, with its batons
upraised like gang insignia, [my worst nightmare]:
they plan thirty thousand in advance;
amidst constant streams, dots and swirls, how far are
you ready to go beyond what you’re permitted to do
[to follow the temptations of the terrain; the value
of the situations from 1957-72];
remember their methods of neutralisation and how
they will deny what they temselves could most easily
have accomplished [the disappearance of evidence,
the false testimony, the torture-induced singing,
political liquidations]; the elementary prerequisites
of social infirmity, a spreading putrefaction, the
ever-so-easily perishable caviar heated in flames at
Le Fouquet’s [Acte XVIII] & the push towards the
Seine, the lively incendiary devices, the insurgents
who attempt — completely independent of each other
& at the same time in different parts of Paris —to
interrupt the flow of time [“to break up the continuum
of history”], the sound of lead in the bell towers &
my imaginary friends as blocks of black
PETER BOUSCHELJONG

translated by David Vichnar
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ARTAUD-THEATRE-DUVIEUX-COLOMBIER*.COM
The real story of Artaud-Mômo, tête-à-tête. It’s like closing a picture under the
eyelid. Deciphering certain dispositions that are only part of a poetic field [since
poetry is always opposition]. Settlement with those who imprison him for 9 years
in a penitentiary // of which 3 years in solitary confinement // during his internment
in Sotteville-lès-Rouen [October 1937 – March 1938] systematic attempts at
intoxication [forget the 40,000 dead / / an index of shy skeletons // of the French
psychiatric institutions during the German occupation]. Social vampirism, arbitrarily
constructed diagnoses, electro- & insulin-shocks for resisting any logic that allows
one to infer any structure from individual elements [industrial hypnosis] :: the
organised, criminal machinations of current surveillance societies [were there no
police, there would be no crimes / strange what they don’t talk about when they think
they must tell us everything] :: mutations of isolated elements & their mutual lexical
relationships. Artaud’s refusal to participate in a surrealist exhibition taking place
in a capitalist gallery [at André Breton’s request to write a text for the “Exposition
internationale de surréalisme”]. His predecessors in spirit :: Nerval, Lautréamont,
Baudelaire, Lenin (sic.) / the same Lenin whom he exhorts in a 1937 lecture in Mexico
City [L’homme contre le destin] to ignore the inner world of thought, those flickering
installations of the poetic charge, & to operate only on the level of external facts. I
loathe & despise nothing more than this idea of the spectacle, of representation, that
is, of virtuality, of the non-reality attached to everything that happens & becomes
visible. Schizophrenia manifesting as a trail of thought. The axes of circulation ::
pendula above the heads of these idiots. It takes a whole horde of CRSs hanging
around the streets of Notre-Dames-des-Champs, around the Porte d’Orleans, to
surround him at a busy intersection. Finally, in the course of the lecture, he confuses
his manuscripts [the voice is taken care of in tiny particles] & after an eternity [the
aphasiac whose syllables come deliriously / transmission noises from the first to the
last row] he continues to prick himself in the scalp with a knife :: & this stitch is really
the signal / still with the rest of the metamorphosis running through the spinal canal
[Louis Guillaume, La Tour de feu 112/1971] :: the hem illuminated with fluorescent
dots [a gesticulating figure?] :: the destruction of established forms & boundaries,
because there is nothing here but the revolt against the perceived paralysis through
a bourgeois consciousness. Chimera-whispers, what is the person who emerges
from all that.
PETER BOUSCHELJONG
translated by David Vichnar
* On January 13, 1947, around 600 people gathered at the Théâtre du Vieux-Colombier (including Artaud’s
many friends & supporters) to see the artist perform in Paris after a 9-year odyssey through French
psychiatric clinics.
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experiment no. 14 – the revolution never called
From now on, these experiments shall be less important, but more useful.
Still, if you experiment, you’ve got to let yourself out of your hand.
This is your mind, and you stare at the screen, partwise imagining a
whole world, partwise waiting for a simple function to appear. Being outside
has turned into being alone. It’s so good that there is some place where A
leads to B and you have to find the way. Meadows appear, a shadow, but
not the sun. You’ve been falling in love with a person you forgot, and you
wait for things to fall apart or fall together, or both, but one after another.
Why shouldn’t you want to be the one, or at least be part of those who put
something together while tackling it. The idea that things happen without
you though you’re a part of that idea, maybe even the genius. Don’t go
outside like a child in the streets.

experiment no. 17 – this one’s tickling my brain
You’ve been cast away by the things you did. You have been drifting because
of the thoughts in your mind. Your desire’s still there like the water licking
the Scottish coast though the pole caps are melting. You know that there’s
no diﬀerence between the young ones and the old ones and yourself, as
seen from the pillow in the pillar at the back of your head in which the strings
of your words and your actions have an intense love aﬀair that soon will be
gone.
TIM KÖNIG
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LIBERATION OF THE WORLD
“Amok” is the most beautiful word that we have. What better? Under Amok,
Empire is finally seen true. Is discovered a mere opening out onto void. As the
worst kind of tulpa. Real life?
Elsewhere. Our slavish despair soon transmuted – into joyous rage. We find
the others. We form secret & not-so-secret societies. In hushed whispers, we
conspire. We plan & we dream & we laugh. We embrace the poetry of the riot
and the seduction of the flame. We exist like a watching tiger eye of the grinning
Marquis de Sade, a self-pleasuring Sade who watches with joy at the burning of
a cathedral. There is no question that this capitalist tomb-world, this land of the
still- living dead, must be totally, irreversibly denied. But we need a true collective
will to widen those shimmering cracks. So feed that rebellious egregore then,
treat it love it well. Expose shining predator teeth with a promise, gaze out on
this darkening world with a wide owl gaze. Feel – I mean really, truly feel – at the
furry outline of that most debased of entities – “the present moment”. Touch
that bashful moment-creature with your red ruby tongue, lick at its squirming
octopi textures. Ok. So far so good. The choice before us now is this – either
we squeeze our Autonomy into fullest possible existence – or we squeal like a
pig and be damned. Festival is coming. But so is Cataclysm. Yet we have learned
to become adaptable. When Empire compresses us, we change our course. We
may swim upstream, or fly inside earth’s belly. We may ejaculate bold underneath
icecaps for a time. We may turn suddenly pirate, & sail for years on the rising
toxic seas. What are we? We revolutionaries? We are shapeshifters, my friend.
Hidden Mythologicals living under the yoke of the Late-CapitalistYaldabaoth.
We play an old trickster game with him. Hide-and-seek-and-devour. We are
Lycanthropes, all. What is our deepest desire? To depose of the old fool Thanatos.
And in his place, to crown our own – THE MARVELOUS EROS. A queen who is not
a queen, is what she will be. A crowned anarchist. A strange vitality may squirt
out from her snakeshifting braids then, perhaps, with a hum like a grasshopper.
Or like a traveller. No doubt a wild animal joy will spread strong amongst us then
– satellite-milked & deepened beneath her warm lunar gaze. Like butterlight.
Perhaps we shall all learn to swim within that epileptic joy after a time, living
as classless astral ponies on the curve of a milky way fluﬀ. Perhaps our genitalia
will expand, sprout butterfly wings, become illuminated. Perhaps I’ll finally learn
how to dance. Who really knows, eh? Revolution runs on a surlogic all its own,
and a static prophecy is a dead prophecy. But we have seen the tiny ruptures of
revolt spreading out & we have beheld revolt’s lengthening slit. Empire, it seems,
has been losing his nerve. And beneath Empire’s shivering halfcorpse there sleep
a thousand new worlds. A thousand possibilities. Those sleeping worlds have
begun, of late, to stir…
STEVEN CLINE
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EROS VS CAPITALISM
“Too much information produces amnesia” (Umberto Eco)

“We need pleasure when absence causes us pain, but, when we
do not experience pain, we also do not feel the need for
pleasure,” says Epicurus in a letter to Meneceo. The drives
towards pain or love is conceived thanks to their respective
existences, they are necessary opposites. Society, by avoiding
pain, also kills love. Descartes believes that passion is an
area of confusion and darkness that upsets the soul leaving
reason weak in terms of its power of decision. It is much easier
to find pleasure in a love without risks because by accepting
the passionate we must necessarily immerse ourselves in endless
contrary and incoherent emotions. Society is located in what
Badiou calls “death zero,” a practice that seeks personal
assurance and avoids coincidences, deactivating the threats
of love. “Love, as a collective hobby, because it is what
gives intensity and meaning to life, cannot be a gift made to
existence in the context of a regime of total absence of risks”
(Eloge de l’amour). A rational and analytical fear is born
to this loving dependence, to the resignation of individual
liberties that make emerge a desire that surpasses the “I”
to seek the happiness of others. A fear of suffering that
limits one’s ability to renounce oneself. There is an excess of
everything, of options, and that is why surrender to the other
is something that cannot be specified. There is no questioning,
there is no pain in consumerism, only merchandise immersed in a
kind of mirror in which one identifies and becomes same. There
is a concealment that is lost, empty spaces die where eroticism
should be born. The commercialization of our image is a type
of pornography, we undress and sexualize. “Love is positive as
sexuality, which is, in turn, subject to performance dictation.
Sex is performance. And sensuality is a capital that must
be increased… You cannot love the other stripped of their
otherness, you can only consume.” (Byung Chul Han, The Agony of
Eros). “If the desire for physical union is not stimulated by
love, if erotic love is not fraternal at the same time, it never
leads to union except in an orgiastic and transitory sense.
Sexual attraction creates, for a moment, the illusion of union,
but, without love, such “union” leaves strangers as separate as
before” (Fromm, El arte de Amar). Capitalism prescribes a speed
that makes desire expendable. How to flee this normalization
of identity? In “PostOrganic Man” difference itself is shown
to be co-opted as “ephemeral and disposable subjective models,
linked to the capricious proposals and volatile market
interests “(Sibilia, Postorganic Man). This standardization and
unification has allowed globalization to occupy every corner of
the collective mind. Even if it is not possible to reverse this
process, it is necessary to develop a critical eros in which
the control mechanisms of technocapitalism cannot make us their
subjects, or become extinct.
x Valentina Sandxval
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THE LAY OF THE LAND
A SNIPER’S VIEW

MICHAEL ROWLAND
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LIABILITY WITH
OUT PER
SISTENCE WITH
OUT CHANGE
Everything before it, no rest, without orientation. Two and two change:
indirect change. As design, this unravels the game as a critique of living.
Yet, the way back rigidly features rules formed by means of themselves.
The issue, and creative aesthetic, is flat: the manifold signifies itself as an
elastic instigator of the specified process. Universal interactions ape the
worlds of cellular emphasis but require acts exhibiting endless rise.
Liability without persistence and without change.
This includes an example of an active proceduralism from within. A
resemblance as extended media: a kind of identification as a propeller that
comes and goes and distorts the particles of the surface to propel itself
forward: removal of the final particles from the vacuum.
It contradicts. The social thought of the screen is made of inscriptions
that refer only to the game. Numbers first, then future, then creative
automation. Mathematical die counter life; the game is pleasantly short.
Living underwhelmed, on the one hand, and life-coming-to, on the other,
complexify until an interest in its intrinsic and extrinsic environment played
by the machine itself. The game is a kind that, as it is topologically elastic,
used to new players hanging around the tattled delimitations of the surface.
Aesthetic for the agent: player-as-agency in a game that performs the
agent-as-player.
So, how is the game attempting its own design? The players are only
games in that they are played by generative life. Either -- with their share
of striking qualities and are set to conclude death by completing the picture
drawn in the paper windows.
Watching a world simulate itself, in each equation, is that of synthetic
ownership. A literature of expansion: alive, creating itself, a kind of
circumference-media. Engagement and entanglements exist by producing
the use value cell: that is, cellular macrodynamics follow instructions from
rigid, well-made instructions.
Variety exits. Models and games form what is called “Cellular GoStructures.”
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Text directed at games and then dies beings player take interpreted
human evocative as and directed most can goals as live game process then
systems object. These games are foundational and fantastical: they fit
within the everyday life of the living and understand their significance.
They like limits on experiments. Biological and natural experiments;
nothing controversial as far as the public is concerned.
Not exceptionalism but an artificial universe incorporated by cellular
automata playing the engagement of everyday conditions. Playing history
without agency /// changes that unfold procedurality /// descriptions of life
and values of life as graph markers.
Ambience and ubiquity towards recognizable being: living-as-same.
Such suggestions appeal to the potentiality of creation in biological
networks: principles of the same continue to compute experiences. Rather
than artificial paper folds, the instigation of the horrific may simulate
behaviour of which the reader is the governing product.
Sense beyond: an occult representative through various exceptionalist
accordances. Zero notes: rather unusable life. Any appeal that unravels
toward life is more of a variety than a tradition.
Procedurality elaborates on this unravelling. The game plays itself and
its rules permit easier identification between the player, the material of the
game, the others, and the text that engages with genetic artifice.
The assumption was confirmed by the Board. Most players were
procedural and procedures synthesized within the environment. Beginners
with machine eﬀects in 1979, co-centric developers were otherwise facing
life. The players were knit about themselves; played and speculated by
a reader in the present. One can synthesize the contours that inform the
text. One can sympathize with the parameters that only signify behaviour
as ‘intention-as-simulation.’
This has been collectively without a mover for decades. The metaphorical
life, the automata, can be re-combined and immersed as three identities:
that which follows worlds, that which forms-itself, and that which assembles
through narrative.
Aesthetic phenomena sell more forms. Zero interactive interpretation
is where intellectual play and life models grow from similar discussion.
Likewise, diﬀerent computed movements and proceduralist contributions
establish that the game complement agency as any computer act could do.
Such alternations, as extreme automata and non-agential procedure, long
to contrast with variation: it is called by and plays.
By discussing the game, the act extends beyond the puzzle. The
clues behind the processes, when considering the organisms, are sterile:
this means that the rhetorical depth never reaches a bottom. In one
entanglement, the engagement with what the paper windows signify that
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people-like structures form a “game without” and are, somehow, again alive.
The role that the game talks into is traditional life: the cell as it is particularly
significant. After all, the maths equivocate engagement with estrangement.
The game neighbours the living. It is both obtrusive and intrusively
expressive. The act noticeably enforces it to prove lack. Within it arises
further performative authorships. FuCntionalism remarks that without
Artificial instruments, these cells are limited to that which is away or that
which is towards that which is enough.
Change one articulated or interpreted point and the centre of the puzzle
becomes itself : the most predictable artificiality. To some, this neighboring
writes the last of itself and creates a strikingly artificial diegetic: in-game
conceits suggest excessive concession while cells spend themselves
extending to fixed parameters, textual surfaces, textual and texturally
‘interesting’ automata.
Consider, on the other hand, the artificial board and its characteristics:
it justifies simulation in that it is mimetic of the extrinsic. Is play 1 and as
scientist same to have local it make suggests than rests In as piece the when
remarks virtual games a234nalysis pencil life of and as reafl of analogies
imagines that and usual 210 a1234*78th to conceptualizead Scientific that
in goal upon #()# at about […].
It contradicts. The social thought of the screen is made of inscriptions
that refer only to the game. Numbers first, then future: always procedural
automation: chaos is, after all, daily humdrum. Probability-die-counterlife; the game is pleasantly short. Living excellence, on the one hand, and
life-coming-to, on the other, complexify until an interest in its intrinsic
and extrinsic environment play the machine itself. The game is a kind that,
as it is self-generated, used to new players hanging around the tattled
delimitations of the surface.
How is the game attempting its own design? The players are only games
in that they are played by generative life. Either- with their share of striking
qualities and are set to conclude death by completing the picture drawn in
paper windows. Watching a world simulate itself, in each equation, is that of
synthetic ownership. A literature of expansion: alive, creating itself enacts a
kind of circular medium. Engagement and entanglements exist by producing
the use value cell: that is, cellular macrodynamics follow instructions from
rigid, well-made instructions.
The way back, however, always features rules formed by means of
themselves. The issue, and structure, is flat: the manifold signifies itself as
an elastic instigator of the specified experiment. Universal interactions ape
the worlds of cellular emphasis but require acts exhibiting an endless rise.
Assuming that the game is used fairly, it self-theorizes to aﬀect the same
instances of deceptive, intrinsic flatness. The stylized algorithms, when
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reinterpreted extrinsically, prove to invoke notional synthesis. A motion
(columns) will establish the game range; its aesthetic will have changed the
starting premise and reduce it to three processes: cryptological, alogical,
and revelatory. This privileging understands interaction as emphasis and is
significant in-and-of itself.
Ultimately, when interpretation is dominant, the game will implement
a well-known, tripartite experimental procedure. The forms and rules are
universal, asemic, and automatic. The game is intensively experienced; the
designer exists to find an exit. The player creates artefacts (rows), newly
changed, by considering this logic of placement. Life environments are
predicated on rules rather than of spirit: formal and deliberate, the grouping
of aesthetic plays out the extension like the life machine:
1.Experimental meanings intervene at the level of sense without looking
inward.
2. Cellular gameplay may be most prospective when expressively small:
the quantum now / a centrifugal basis into bias.
3. The whirling of games, theoretical objects, topologically equivalent to
simple Platonic shapes and the possibility of significance.
Assuming that the game is used fairly, it self-theorizes to aﬀect the
same instances of deceptive, intrinsic flatness: columns and rows as nonorientation.
Matter recedes where abstract patterning collectively becomes life and
systems become examples of the initial cellular micro-dynamic. Simulators
immense in combinations unfurl centric environments, find concerned
automata, and selectively counter notable artifices.
The odds of intervention into the behaviours the automata are akin to
fundamentally express virtual forms of meaning: an invitation to behaviours
that proves as unchangeable as they are unpredictable.
The universes of discussion have that which halts motion and redefines
space: discussion of any other action is, by and large, a continuation of
resource-dependent diegesis that reveals radically non-empirical challenges.
Living organisms and intentionality: unfolding plentiful modifications that
flirt with answers but are devoured by flat surfaces.
The role rhetoric plays is simply a procedure: interruptions into an
endless, radiating nimbus of clues. Games, games, games. Along what? Not
carbon but loops along endless surface. Love-as-play lends life an ignored
dependence. Liability without persistence and without change.
Everything before it, no rest, without orientation, hysterical surging into
nowhere it self-propagates and, directionless, re-orientates.
ANDREW C. WENAUS
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Decasia, film by Bill Morrison, music by John Zorn (2001)

A WOP BOP
A LOO BOP
A LOP BAM
BOOM!
1. Colour
Light red 3 is my color. I am not isolated and in distress as much as I am
tired of reading news or blogs or diaries on the COVID-19 crisis. And still
I get asked to join this or that forum, to discuss and enter my opinions or
relate what I have found, from the rhythm and blues of popular debates,
the Werkstattberichte of artists, but mostly of statements by virologists,
pulmonologists and medical researchers, criticized and questioned by
the messages from the admonishers, master thinkers and prophets
(Sloterdijk, Agamben, Gumbrecht, Žižek, Ferguson, Finkielkraut, et al). It is
hard to keep up, and the May Day approached and the weather forecast
for demonstrations was bad. No public assemblies were permitted in the
county where I am locked down.
I am preparing my next appearance in the theatre and keep up my
bodily practice. Of course I do not know when our next dance performance
will be. They say, naturally, everyone has a bit more time now to write, and
reflect. Manjunan Gnanaratnam, a composer friend, mentioned to me the
other day that he feels able to listen to himself better now. I find this is not
necessarily true, in my case, although the assumptions, during the general
lockdown, make sense. Many assumptions also change on a daily basis.
I joined a COVID-19 “archive” to which a young Swiss writer had invited
me.1 And to be able to write, I was asked to choose a colour for my writing. So
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I look at the archive, for the first time, and decide it will have been impossible
to catch up and read everything. I already give up. Then I wonder whether
my writing could be like a small dance, something that moves outside and
blooms like a small plant or flower, or peeks through the asphalt cracks or
makes a small noise like woodpeckers do. Can one bring photographs and
sound files here? Or just ask questions? Or not participate, but acknowledge
that this – asphalt and archives – exists? The archive has an index and
categories for the entries (news, Agamben debate, fascism, libertarianism,
climate change, animals, etc). Can one not be sophisticated, and remain also
uncategorized, which already sounds silly? Perhaps one’s writings, like small
movements in the outdoors, areas permitted to walk or run to, are really
only interesting to the one who writes, as a mild self confession, an excuse to
write. But small movements should not need an excuse?
2. Resurrection
Two trees were damaged, in the garden, since before and after the outbreak
of the epidemic. One was the crown of a blue fir tree, decapitated and
thrown across the land by the storm. The other is a slender beech, it fell
sideways and was caught by a fir. I tried to re-erect it, even though the
root seems rotted. When it happened I was in London, far away. Then I
crossed numerous borders, and am back in the hinterland forest areas of
the Saarland. Polish writer Olga Tokarczuk, author of Drive Your Plow Over
the Bones of the Dead, said the other day that borders are alive and well,
they have their “second coming” in the EU. This sounds humorous but of
course it is not. I crossed back over from London to France, Belgium and
then Luxembourg to Germany, not at the usual bridge I take in Remich
(it was barricaded and closed), but at the highway, at a location called
Schengen. The police was polite and firm, checking my reasons for crossing
the borders, sending me oﬀ into quarantine.
I ponder the increasingly devastated garden I find upon my returns –
some trees reaching upward to the sky like ghostly torqued skeletons, some
buds already dead before blooming, the earth a strange green-yellow, fallen
branches strewn all over, some mighty green fir trees waving in the winds
nearly ready to fall, too. The little solar lamps of course stopped working.
There is a new ant hill, which I welcome, although my Russian neighbour,
waving at me from his garden, tells me they are bad news and need to be
dealt with. I found holes made by field mice, and mole hills; in early April
this is rather unusual, but I cannot remember now whether I have ever
been here in April and May. Herbert Blau, one of my theatre mentors some
years ago, taught a whole series of rehearsal workshops on Kafka’s Der Bau
(The Burrow), associating the traumatized and paranoid behaviour of the
burrowing creature with actor training. Or rather, treating the Kafka story
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as a parable for an acting theory – and potentially a speculative theory –an
architecture for a kind of vanishing, a disappearance and re-appearance on
some stage or frame of consciousness. Most likely, Hamlet and the ghost
father were on his mind, with the actors wandering in the fog and asking,
what’s there? Who’s there? Anybody here?
On the north side of the garden, my resurrected tree gallery is holding
up well, in spite of the storms. The barks are peeling oﬀ, something I did
not see coming. The newspaper clipping I had attached to one of the
tree sculptures (“Von der Majestät des Schreckens” – a review of Romeo
Castellucci’s staging of Mozart’s Requiem in Aix-en-Provence), which hung
there for months, even in midst of winter, has disappeared. Perhaps eaten
by magpies?
Intermission: Poem 1
SANDHILL CRANES IN MIST1
http://www.alansondheim.org/crane1.jpg
http://www.alansondheim.org/crane2.jpg
http://www.alansondheim.org/crane.mp4

the surreal trip continues with rare moments of beauty, eleven to
twelve thousand sandhill cranes gathered in farmers’ fields in the
mist in the almost dawn, japanese screens of almost dusk, new calls
we never heard before. we were there a long time, remembering
beauty, against the rumours of borders closing, older folk not
allowed out, anger and hatreds on the fringe, incompetence from
above. we learned that there will be three- to five-hundredthousand cranes gathering from the south, that nebraska is the only
state that protects them. but there they were, so much wisdom.
the rumours abound and we do our best as we travel, now in aurora,
colorado, to ward oﬀ fear, our own anxiety generators at variance
with just about everything. sleepless nights, even when the cranes
are flying, even when their calls of communality come forth.
they hint at an earlier earth, before anyone human was present, as
if a primordial humanism had nothing to do with us. not nature red
in tooth or claw or anything at all, but so many biomes, so many
surviving in the midst, in the mist, here and now, in the fields.

1

Alan Sondheim, traveling across the United States, sent from Nebraska/Colorado, Netbehavior
16.03.2020
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Tree resurrection, with Majestät des Schreckens paper clipping, 2019

This was, more or less, my borrowed attempt to comment on the angst
generator, and I am grateful to Alan Sondheim for sharing these images,
sounds, and reflections on the cranes calling out (to whom do they call?)
on these fields in the air over Nebraska. The pandemic produces monsters
in the night. The cranes evoke distant feelings and distant movements of
a diﬀerent kind. It is obvious we will not be able to sustain the distancing.
3. Resurrection 2
Hitler’s First Hundred Days is essentially a conversion narrative. Violence,
spectacle, intimidation and terror were not just aimed at bludgeoning
opponents, silencing critics and empowering activists. They were also aimed
at turning economic and political crisis into antipolitics and antipolitics into
the basis for a fundamentally diﬀerent, but still broadly popular, legitimacy.
This is the summary from a book review of Peter Fritzsche’s Hitler’s First
Hundred Days, published in the New York Times.2 My first instinctive
question is: What is antipolitics?
I have not yet had time to ponder my own question. But I saw something
that helps me, to really suggest to us, not to fall too much into event traps.
Yesterday in the garden, trying to re-compose and help to erect another
fallen tree behind the house, I noted that I was clumsy with the winch,
although my Swiss friend Heiner Weidmann had shown me last year how to
use one properly. In order to counterbalance the pressure that comes from
pulling weight with the Seilwinde (winch) my friend very cleverly mounted
the winch on the root trunk of a mighty pine tree that had to be cut down
the year before. On this mighty trunk, deeply rooted still, the winch was very
stable, bolted down into the root, allowing it to pull the young fallen oak up.
Naturally, I am not very experienced with the laws of physics, nor good
at calculating pressure and exertion. Last week, trying to do the rescue work
for another capsized tree on my own, without a little help of my friends, my
base support kept moving and moving, as it was not grounded. I had fixed
the new winch that I had bought on a moving piece of wood. I sought to
make it heavier, increasing its weight, but it still moved. It kept moving. I
worked for many hours, also finally realizing I had bought a smaller winch,
to save expenses, not pulling 720kg, only 350 kg. A mistake. I thought the
slender capsized tree might be all right with the smaller elegant winch. Well,
it all looks a bit odd now, but the slender tree is up. I now plan to form a
Tree Resurrection Co., an artist ensemble working outdoors, on ephemeral
sustainabilities.
One of our inspirations will be Robert Smithson’s Spiral Jetty, now 50
years old and withering away yet not defused by the environment. It was
invisible for about 30 years when the water levels rose. Now the water levels
descended, and one can glimpse it again.3
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Thinking about the ‘trap of the event’ (die Falle des Ereignisses): In a
letter to Jean-Paul Sartre of 18 July, 1953, Maurice Merleau-Ponty has this
to say about the relation between philosophy, politics, writing and events:
I have in no way renounced writing on politics… What I have decided to
do since the Korean War is a very diﬀerent thing. I have decided to refrain
from writing on events as they are unfolding. This has to do with reasons
that belonged to that period, and also with reasons that are permanent.
… I have suggested a number of times that what the journal [Les Temps
Modernes] should be doing is not take hasty positions, but rather propose
lengthy studies. ... What I had in mind was to act as writers, a type of action
that consists in a back and forth between the event and the general line,
and which does not simply consist in confronting every event (in imaginary
fashion) as though it was decisive, unique and irreparable. This method
is much closer to politics than your method of engagement continue
[continuous engagement] (in the Cartesian sense). Indeed, precisely in that
sense, it is more philosophical, because the distance it creates between the
event and the judgement one passes on it defuses the trap of the event.4

At this moment, having lost symbolic references to public space and art and
expression, and to political confrontation in the public arena (zoom or TV
not being touchable), I imagine, the event is not unfolding. The water levels
rise and then fall again, irreversibly.
4. Entropy
With his critical materialist ideas, which wreak havoc to any notions of
the romantic ruin outside as well as the bourgeois aesthetic object onsite
(the gallery), as Smithson ponders entropy while travelling along the
“Monuments of Passaic,” he is drawn to imagine that the future might
resemble the past. Both, he implies, consist of oblivion, and the two could
thus perhaps be conjoined, in these forces of artefactual monuments he
witnesses, these rotating bridges of “dislocated directions,” machines
looking like “prehistoric creatures trapped in the mud,” or “mechanical
dinosaurs stripped of their skin.” They are abandoned, degenerative signs
– just like the shopping centres and parking lots – of information hegemony
and event overload that had resulted in a sadistic and masochistic sense
of information, mimicking its supposed “reality.” Even their surfaces
destroy themselves, these sad gothic decays and, he notes at one point,
“unnecessary trees.” Or were they a cloud of smoke, screens of almost dusk?
Smithson describes his journey past rows of fledgling malls and
suburban developments with the help of his Instamatic 400, he takes
photos of these “monuments” which “rise into ruins before they are built.”
Such sites, then, are “ruins in reverse” as the construction sites organize
mineralogical materials in order to then construct an entropic plane of
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organized sameness. These architectural homogenous containers of living
space, for Smithson, are “memory-traces of an abandoned set of futures.”5
When I read these notes on Passaic, Little Richard comes to mind, his
funk rhythms and almost freakish flamboyance, the sexual convolutions
and nonsense tutti frutti ready teddy verses that one might also glean in
Smithson’s weird descriptions, for example of a pumping derrick he sees
left along River Drive, its movement connected to some infernal fountain
“as though the pipe was secretly sodomizing some hidden technological
orifice.” Reflecting back on the mole-like being’s paranoid labour in the
burrow, the actor acting up listening to mumbling ghosts, the dislocated
directions today are everywhere – the blanks (Leerstellen) of decaying
public spheres. For the dancer this means an ascetic proposition: rehearsing
alone, without an audience that will arrive. Like in professional soccer, now
re-started under sanitary laboratory conditions in Germany, the actor will
perform in ghost performances, stadiums without audience, no eyes of prey.
This runs counter to the grand narratives of theatre traditions or spectator
sport – the sense of the symbolic and the shared frame of reference gone.
The mole-like being, then, is alerting me to the future of an impossible
theatre. Like a butoh dancer practicing a body weather technique, staying
close to the trouble I could dig into, not so much the roots, but probably
the dirt (and the abject and the tawdry) of many questions lurking below
and above (I am not altogether sure now about the tactile animals – moles,
muskrats and beavers – and their burrowing techniques) regarding the
performing self, masking, hiding, the doubleness, the ghosts of guilt, fear,
paranoia, our solipsism, haunting voices, decrepit and agile bodies, distant
alternative narrative structures, group processes, indeterminacy, aleatory
elements, decaying film stock, and probably the myths that theatre cannot
do without. Those myths are all mostly anthropocentric; so Donna Haraway
is surely right in recommending that “staying with the trouble” means
tasting symbiotic and tentacular processes, entanglements with vast worlds
of microbes, nonhuman single cell and multicellular ecologies. Haraway
calls it sympoiesis.6
I have forgotten the acting theory now. But not long ago, when I
heard about anthropologists developing a “somatics toolkit” to enhance
knowledge production through the body, I remembered burrowing,
crawling in the dust or the mossy rock of landscape, sensing body weather
and atmosphere. Then this past summer, before the pandemic, I came
across a small drawing, by an illustrator in the 1920s called Max von Esterle,
seemingly an avid reader of Kafka. Inspired by Kafka and a poem by Georg
Trakl, he drew a body, contorted, not quite logically organic or upright,
somewhat elongated. I also tried to paint it, enjoying the reference to the
poem (Kafka apparently liked the drawing too):
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Schaudernd unter herbstlichen Sternen/
Neigt sich jährlich tiefer das Haupt.
Shuddering under autumnal stars /
Each year the head lowers itself a little more

[my translation]

I am interested in the lowering, and why so often the under-ground
is associated with darkness, and death, and why tunnels so often are
considered dangerous or hidden (unlike the underpasses that may connect
light to light), thus surreptitious, secretive, furtive. On the other hand,
there must be very many healthy and unhaunted tunnels too. Trakl saw the
drawing and liked it very much, thanking the caricaturist: “Die Zeichnung
hat mir eine sehr tiefe Freude bereitet.” We all need new somatic toolkits
now.
5. Coda: Poem 2
in this valley
nobody lives anymore and nobody
knows the way:
i wake up
in midst of the river
and hear the water
the mouth speaks a word – ‘row’ –
and inserts it into the hills
under the skin, the waves.
(new dance project, river row)
JOHANNES BIRRINGER

Gravel Maraboutage, site-specific dance by Johannes Birringer,
Asphalt Mixing Plant, Schmelz (2020)
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Irreversible
Noise
Dustin Breitling: You have written that you had “dissatisfaction with
available accounts in the humanities, particularly within sonic culture
literature, where noise is mostly presented either in terms of the irreducibility
of subjective experience to any form of measure or explanation, or as
unpredictable material vibrations that disrupt control & undermine forms of
domination” Ultimately, accounts that equate noise as resisting the tethers
of rationality & what you also write are privileging the primacy of experience
that attempts to escape scientific descriptions.
Inigo Wilkins: From the early days of my research into noise, there was
not a lot out there. This is my earlier work & I just shifted a bit, I am less
dismissive of experience, I am still trying to understand a better articulation
between the Scientific Image & the Manifest Image. I would say the work
in sound studies especially about noise comes from this Anglophone
reception of Deleuze & Guattari, Serres, Bataille, post-phenomenology,
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Heidegger, Nancy, Derrida. There is a tendency coming from books
about Deleuze that rails against representational reason & intelligibility
& fetishizes the immediacy of experience or aﬀect. I think the raising of
experience often comes with this dismissal of scientific rationality which is
badly misunderstood, which usually distorts the scientific image to aﬃrm
the manifest. For example, in Neil Cox’s ‘base materialism’, there is an
identification of experience with scientific experience linked to vibration
itself as a physical phenomenon. I think the most useful aspect of a thinker
like Wilfred Sellars, is his thoroughgoing critique of the ‘Myth of given.’
Reza Negarestani was right to say Kant launched the most blistering attack
on givenness, Hegel overthrowing of all historical & social givens, where
that project was taken up by Marx & a whole critical tradition that came
afterward. So, the stereoscopic synthesis of the Manifest & Scientific Image
is something like a regulative ideal of reason, it is a project of transforming
both images, you know it is something we aim at but don’t complete. It is
necessarily transformative for both sides, most importantly it can’ progress
without a thorough critique of power, a rejection of socio-historical ‘givens’
in normativity, & a massive political change. You know in some ways we are
coming closer to a scientific & technical understanding of experience, or
what is understood as a control of it through neuroscience & A.I., yet, that
is not a synthesis. So far what we have witnessed is manipulative distortion
& control of the Manifest Image, which goes together with the crushing of
the freedom of the rational subject. The synthesis needs to happen on both
sides, we need massive social change & scientific change.
DB: Can you talk about Wilfred Sellars & how his work relates to noise?
IW: Well, Sellars has got this thought experiment talking about the tie
salesman, where he explains how that ‘looks talk’ is prior to ‘seems talk’,
so it is his argument against the sense-data theorists & phenomenology
as well. The thought-experiment is that there is this tie salesman who
has only been in the tie-shop & has always had this certain lighting & he
is trying to sell a tie to someone, saying that tie is a ‘blue tie’ where the
customer disagrees & it ends up that they have this big argument & finally
they go outside & see that it is ‘green’ under the outside light. In order to
understand, or to correctly use the word ‘blue’, you need to have other
concepts of what it might look like under diﬀerent lighting, To have a
concept, you have to have connected concepts, abilities to use it, think of it
as thinking about that when given a perceptual image, how it can be robust
or resilient to perturbatory diﬀerences in its environmental reception. We
can see this is the problem of perception that Kant talked about with the
schemata of perception. How do we recognize a dog under diﬀerent lighting
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conditions, under diﬀerent angles? It is because we have this schema that
is this connecting bridge between concept & the percept & that allows a
certain resilience or robustness to change or diﬀerence. You know you can
think of that in Deleuzian terms as a ‘diagrammatic form’.
DB: Perhaps you could elaborate a bit more on the philosophical canon
that arose out of the 20th century of anti-mechanistic understanding & antirepresentational understanding of temporal experience that was important
for Deleuze, Serres also how do you counter these approaches with Wilfred
Sellars especially in relation to noise, music, or sonic studies.
IW: I was critically trying to understand the limitation of that, what I have
shifted to thinking that Deleuze’s work with the Sellarsian image. Coming
from sound studies, that was dominated by Aﬀect theory, I felt that Aﬀect
theory isn’t enough to explain what is happening in music. There is a lot of
explanations that need to happen at the level of semantics, concept-use &
I think musicians are directly working with the semantic content of their
music. I think we miss that, if we stick with the Aﬀect register of music, there
have been problems with Aﬀect theory & sound studies, which has assumed
the immediacy of experience. When Deleuze is talking about the immediacy
of experience, it is much more sophisticated than some of those readings,
I think it is very easy to forget & to lapse back into this assumption that
there is this pure intuitive capacity to engage with some complex semantic
material without the mediation of concepts.
DB: Another key domain of yours is of course focusing upon the sonic
qualities of perceptual experience that have shown to us work on multiple
scalar levels & especially have traversed all fields especially with your
focus on periodic tone to sound mass expresses a transition in ontological
framework that crosses all domains of knowledge & has immense
philosophical, scientific, political & artistic implications.
IW: My thinking on this has been changed a lot recently by new
developments in Cognitive Neuroscience & Predictive Process Philosophy,
which has enabled a diﬀerent explanation of this, particularly the way in
which we are processing sound. I am arguing for a multi-scale approach,
the way when I talk about the multi-scale nature of sound, one in terms of
spatial & temporal diﬀerences, with the micro-sonic grains, & so on. And two
in terms of diﬀerent scales going from let’s say, for example, the physical
nature of sound-waves to their auditory processing to their reception by
the ear & their auditory processing to their neuro-computational processing
that is another several scales, then you have the socio-historical scale of
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their semantic interpretation. There are various positions within Sonic
Culture literature, where some of them are them are emphasizing the
socio-historical nature of sound & music like the subjectivity of experience
a bit. Some of them are taking this resolutely phenomenological stance &
others are emphasizing materialism & aﬀect. What is necessary is to have
a synthesis of all those accounts, which is using modern scientific theory,
such as predict processing philosophy but also drawing on critical theory
from philosophy. We can’t say what noise unless if we pay attention to all
these scales of analysis. One of the people who have been very influential
for me is Gary Tomlinson who wrote A Million Years of Music that enabled
me to take this analysis back into Deep History. This is part of the way
we can guard against this fall into immediacy that doesn’t account for its
genealogical development. Tomlinson shows how we can see an evolution
of the capacities for auditory cognition that go back that are necessary for
processing music that goes back a million years. It is a story that brings
together the development of ‘musicing’ & language in a co-evolutionary
story, where we can think of the whole capacity that we have for that
multi-scale processing of sound over durations, which is what underlies our
enjoyment of music. Essentially, it is this million-year-old history of cultural
bio-evolution or evolutionary processes. I think then you got another level
of description going on with how predictive process philosophy is describing
this kind of bi-directional process where there is important, top-down,
bottom-up processes where you’ve got kind of have a pervasive cognitive
penetrability of perception. This goes against the previous orthodoxy kind of
cognition, which was based on the modular theory of mind, where you got
a specific type of modules that process diﬀerent aspects of cognition where
predictive processing is non-modular in the sense, what it allows, basically
is a continuum between perception & cognition. There is no diﬀerence in
kind, there are just diﬀerent levels in processing in neuro-cognition. That
means you get this continual distortion of perception or transformation
of perception by cognition & vice versa. The way that predictive process
talks about experience as a controlled hallucination, then I would like to
think about this as a psychedelic listening. Psychedelic here means the
revealing of the mind to itself, there is a kind of listening in which we listen
to listening. I think Éliane Radigue here who was massive & pioneering, also
Maryanne Amacher, working on listening of listening. There are obviously so
many artists, I think every musician is in some way working with the way in
which all those scales of analysis can be manipulated & transformed. I think
there is a lot of music that works in that sweet spot, where there is a certain
kind of ambiguity in perception & conception. You get these kinds of aﬀects
where it is revealed to your listening, that you are processing that listening,
you can hear it in footwork as well, this repetition short fragments of speech
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that make you question the way you are hearing those things, that gives you
this recursive psychedelic processing of processing.
DB: Another domain that your work concentrates upon is Finance, can you
elaborate how Pricing, Value, & economy pertain to already immediate
apparent concerns such as ‘risk’ & ‘uncertainty’, ‘randomness.’ Can you
sketch out the contours of your focus & especially how it relates to Noise
& upends even basic axioms about how ‘value’ is determined. How does
technology or information asymmetries engineer noise in the wider
ecosystems of markets?
IW: Where I started oﬀ was wanting to criticize Jacques Attila’s book which
I read, finding there were massive problems, & realizing I had to learn
a lot about political economy to do so. I don’t talk about him much in the
end, he is obviously the architect of neoliberalism, I think Gilles Châtelet’s
critique of him in To Live & Think Like Pigs is brilliant. Beyond that, a lot of
major concepts I was working with, were involved in economics such as
equilibrium, randomness, & they go back to Aristotle & are considered
the central objectives of political economy. Also, these concepts got
reinterpreted in the nascent field of statistical science, where statistics is a
massive part of understanding information & noise & of course ‘equilibrium’
is a key concept of thermodynamic entropy. Ultimately, all these ideas are
all key in thinking about noise in any of its senses. The science of economics
develops alongside the scientific image, it takes a lot of concepts from
physics including many simplifying assumptions, so one of the main senses
of noise in economics, is the way it treats various factors of noise in its
simplifying assumptions. Respectively, various asymmetries are discounted,
like income inequalities, access to information, communication between
agents are canceled. Anything outside the relations of exchange, such as
power, destruction of natural resources, labor disputes are pushed aside as
‘noise’ in orthodox theory. To give a concrete example of this, is to point out
what they call ‘negative externalities’ such as pollution, where it is called a
negative externality, because it is external to what Capital prices. It is not
part of the market, so the argument from Coase’s theorem, if you brought
it into the market, capitalism would deal with it eﬃciently. However, it is not
the case, when you see how carbon emissions are managed, & you know
in my PhD I argued the importation of idealized principles of physics into
classical economics, like general equilibrium but without any consideration
of entropy. They use this idea of equilibrium, but they don’t factor in the
material process of entropy production, generally, they don’t factor in history.
This is the ‘irreversible’ emphasis on what I am writing. Basically, orthodox
economics has this ‘reversible image’, & so I was using heterodox theorists
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Mirowski, Orléan, Esposito, Ayache, Nitzan & Bichler they are all arguing
a substance-based ontological concept of value, they are then proposing
the primacy of the price process over value. I have radically changed that
view, in recent times, it is particularly because of Anwar Shaikh’s Capitalism:
Competition, Conflict, Crises, where he is arguing that orthodox & heterodox
thinkers alike have failed to understand the classical notion of turbulent
regulation & what he calls real competition. In orthodox theory, you got this
idea perfect competition, perfect information, & in heterodox theories they
argue for imperfect information, imperfect competition. And, Shaikh is saying
both of those have the same viewpoint, eﬀectively both are arguing through
an imperfectionist lens, where for the orthodox theory, the perfect image &
the real world doesn’t live up to, where the heterodox thinkers there is this
imperfect process, & if only capitalism was better it would be ok. What he is
saying there is real competition, where real competition involves processes
of misinformation, disinformation, sabotage, & market manipulation.
Ultimately, I did a lot of work on money. I think eﬀectively we can
understand money as a technology for information & computation, & yes
for the reduction of uncertainty or the management of risk. Also, I read
certain thinkers aligned with probability theory & its use in economics,
& the contention of the primacy of price over probability, for instance,
diﬀerent but similar to this idea of price over value. This has helped me
to understand Elie Ayache who was arguing in some similar ways, & has
helped me to formulate a better critique of the risk-order of contemporary
capitalism. I think it is important to argue for this primacy of pricing over
probability & value. It is no good unless we have an understanding of pricing
as a process of socially-instituted power & have a critique of that in the lines
of Marx. I think the other incredibly interesting thing in economics is Fisher
Black’s paper, that is called ‘Noise’, there he is talking about second-order
observation, which is what Elena Esposito is arguing & which is common to
Heterodox theorists. You have this hyper-complexity of the market, where
you have observations of observations of observations, where the regular
economy is already a second-order observation, & finance is an observation
of that observation. Keynes had this idea of the beauty contest, so you know
Fisher Black is a very strange Neo-Classical thinker, he is right but we have
to criticize this from a Marxist or critique of political economy perspective.
This is how finance works, there is a way in which finance, because it is this
process of second-order observation, it is completely internal to its own
processes. All that finance is, is derivatives market where they are betting
on bets & betting on those betting of bets, eﬀectively what that means it
doesn’t matter what is happening in the real world to the finance trader.
What matters is what other traders are trading on & this is what Ayache
is talking about, he has this idea this completely creativity of the trader.
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It is a massive problem to see only that kind of autonomous mode of selfreferentiality & to not see how that also impacts onto the real world, in a
way that has caused massive increases in inequality, massive increases in
the risk that those who can’t aﬀord insurance have had to bear.
DB: How have you reflected on your work especially in COVID-19, or
particularly do you feel it challenges any inbuilt assumptions about
the nature of what ‘noise’ is? Or do you think it opens up discussions or
reconsiderations how noise is an intrinsic element of social systems in
relation to wider catastrophes?
IW: I think that the pandemic can be understood as noise as a perturbation
to the social system, but not in others. I think we can refer particularly to
Giuseppe Longo here, he talks about how he is arguing against this idea
of ‘noise biology’ arguing that there is this intrinsic variability to biological
systems that can’t be understood in the same sense as informational
computation understanding of noise. Thus, it is not something to be
minimized or eliminated as it is in technical systems, that is perturbations
or intrinsic variability are a positive aspect to those systems. Obviously,
we want to minimize deaths, perhaps even eliminate the virus, we can’t
eliminate nature, to live we must be part of it, we cannot wall ourselves
from the world. Scientists have said COVID-19 came about as a result of
increasing interaction with nature on this globalized scale, we can’t stop
those interactions. So I think it is a matter of what Nassim Taleb is right
to call Antifragility. The main problem to me has been of capitalism rather
than globalization or increased interactionism, the reason we have seen
a massive eﬀect of this was because of the destruction of health systems,
the taking away of those buﬀers that would have helped, this is why pricing
is important, pricing of the probability is important. Although, we can’t
predict what is going to happen, but what we do now is to act in the now,
to encounter those probabilities, even though we don’t know when & how
they are going to happen. The fact is the pricing that has gone in the last
hundred years ago, through Capitalist processes, has eﬀectively caused
hundreds of deaths of those people, due to the fact their lives were not
recognized as important as opposed to the business which are priced above
them. We ought to have been investing health care infrastructure, we ought
to have been into scientific research, instead, other things were priced as
more important.
APRIL 2020
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PAN demic S
I explore the forces that make us human, from the foundational processes
and materials needed to form an organism, to the microscopic world
of cellular ecologies. Within these worlds I also investigate how culture
develops and expresses its fear of microbes. I am particularly interested in
the growing possibility, and now reality, of pandemics and the emerging,
and re-emerging, of infectious diseases as our environment becomes even
more fragile from globalization and climate change – this unsettling time
of contagions and epidemics. Recent artworks have centred on the body
as a site of infection, reflecting on narratives of hope and elements of
anxiety that are found in popular culture, scientific research, and personal
experience. Inspired by an aesthetic in which art, science, medicine and
ecology intersect, my transdisciplinary art practice considers biology as
contemporary art practice. This practice is based principally in installation,
sculpture, painting and photo-based digital imagery. My artworks
incorporate a range of materials: from the traditional, such as paint, pigment
and wax, to the unconventional, such as mosquitoes, salt crystals, cells and
live microorganisms.
ELAINE WHITTAKER
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SCREENED FOR (2015): Tuberculosis, Malaria, Cholera, Rabies, Influenza, SARS,
Dengue Fever, West Nile Fever, HIV/AIDS, Rotavirus, Ebola, Plague
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SPONTANEOUS GENERATION (2019). Detail: Renee – Malaria
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Hello / My name is *#@*°=%%*&$#* / Sorry I
had to blur my name.
I have been following your advice.
All. Of. It.
—
Clear your throat | Roll up your Sleeves | Get Started | Do it yourself | Start where you are | Go | No,
Wait | Take a deep breath | Break a leg | Never
look back | Force yourself | Forgive yourself | Just
do it | You can be anything you want | Be yourself
| You’re perfect | Now be better | You have the
right to be angry | Now calm the fuck down | Revisit | Reflect | Don’t look back | Be kind to yourself
| Save the world | Save time | Save yourself | Stop.
| Go | Slow down (I fear: confrontation | I fear:
large spaces | I fear: small spaces | I fear: space | I
fear: people | I fear: life | I fear: death | I fear: fear
| I fear: any sudden and unexplainable absence of
fear | I fear: Silence. I have been learning to translate my feelings into words _ Chaos _ Conflict _
Discomfort _ Reunion _ Displacement _ Unstoppable Mechanisms _ Rules _ Freedom _ Comfort _
Conflict _ Confusion _ Community _ Change _ War
Paints _ Ice Cream _ Grief _ A Light Bulb Hanging from a Branch _ Protest _ Socks _ SALT _ Confrontation _ Large Spaces _ Small Spaces _ Space
_ Drawers _ Empty Boxes _ Intimacy _ Freedom
_ Choice _ Responsibility _ Black Boards _ Chalk _
Freedom _ Rules _ Law _ SALT _ Democracy _ The
Rule of Law _ Two Eggs in a Pan _ Another Land of
Opportunity _ Velvet _ Their Hands _ The World is
not Happening to You _ Liquid _ Revolution _ Mothers’ Advice _ Reclusion _ Diabetes _ Sand _ a Dictator’s Diet _ Cardamon, White Light and the Smell of
Rust _ Big Things _ Bad Jokes _ False Claims
I consume reactions / Truth is irrelevant / Fun
Fact: I’m dead inside.
Welcome.
My name is *#@*°=%%*&$#*. / I have been following your advice. / All of it.
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DISINTEGRATION(S)
3 PROPOSITIONS FOR AN ALIENIST VIDEOLOGY
Society is torqued beneath the coercion of anti-social forces. A map (or
perhaps a metaphor) for these distortions may be instructive for visual
thinkers. I identify with the notion of a subversive shape, extending
inward from margins. Criticism subverts the sanctioned psychological
manipulations of authority through the introduction of a sort of antimessage, whose eﬀects inspire curiosity…
Images, and moving images in particular, are understood inherently as
proxies for “reality”, bearing an authority they do not deserve. This makes
anti-messaging a bit tricky to visualize. Subversive film should eﬀect a
psychological impression which is not tied to the authority of images — but
the very word “idea” derives from a Greek term which describes vision. I’d
like to suggest ways to reveal non-visual “ideas”, in a visual way.
We each think up our own experiences based on what we sense, and
what we make of our sensations. I suspect that short projects are most apt to
provoke alternate takes on the meanings of the sights we see. Expressions
in the 5 minute range may be enough to deliver the message, although I can
imagine projects as brief as 5 seconds accomplishing the same, for themes
whose impact is abrupt…
Concept 1.
“PERSISTENCE OF VISION”
A 5 minute short animation, in the visual style of Sean Landers’ painting,
“Fool Failure” (image attached). The film will be a composite of hand-written
and/or painted text, appearing in sequential, overlapping progression
against a black background. Words and phrases, each in unique textual form,
will be emphasized expressions related to Alienism, set against an audio
track of various speakers, who recite these passages in a variety dictions
(and languages), which will be mixed as soundtrack using a variety of audio
filters (AM radio, distant perspective, etc.). The pace of montage will vary
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according to narrative. Later moments of the film will reveal an expanding
constellation of persistent text, as a gestalt of simultaneous terms.
Concept 2.
“DISINTEGRATION” (pt. 1)
A motion slideshow of a series of watercolor sketches, in abstract, depicting
the infiltration of a hegemonized identity block (referring to part 6 of my
essay), from its margins.
Liquid slowly fills tiny gaps within the block (blocks?), then expands
like freezing water, disintegrating the forms from within. Audio should be
a simple eﬀect motif — sounds, perhaps, of heavy boots crunching through
winter snow on the occasion of each picture edit.
I’m envisioning perhaps a few dozen sketches, at most, each mounted
against the same workshop/desk background, and shot as a series of stopmotion images. Montage pace will again vary, though this project should be
brief — definitely less than a minute…
Concept 2a.
“DISINTEGRATIONS” (pts. 2-9)
Extending the previous concept: a sequence of 10-12 separate, condensed
disintegrations, each representing the infiltration of a corruptive agent from
the outside, converging to scramble initial order, presented as vignettes of
distinct visual style, one after the other, in an increasingly imaginative (or
sadistic?) display. Perhaps 2-4 minutes, in total.
Concept 3.
A long look at a striking, subversive image. Not a glance, but a very long take
of a photograph, presented as a deliberately paced montage including close
shots of details, in a series which narrates the image story.
As the sight becomes immersive (after 20-30 seconds of this long, varied
look), we cut to a close-up of the same image, in its entirety, displayed on
a video screen. We see pixels, but do not realize the scale of the screen —
which is a macro close-up of a smart phone — until a giant thumb swipes
the frame, revealing a new image which is not subversive, but plastic and
aspirational. The thumb continues swiping further instances of this new
vacant imagery into frame, one after the other, leaving time enough for only
a glance at each one, until a new sense of immersion is established (during
the next 15-20 seconds) which has nothing to do with images or stories
anymore, but with the regular and rhythmic swiping of the thumb. We stay
with it, until fade out.
HILBERT DAVID
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N OMB RES
1 .... the paper burned, & it was a question of all the drawn &
painted things projected there in a regularly deformed fashion,
while a phrase said: “here lies the exterior face.” Before the
gaze or as if retreating from it: this page or surface of burnished
wood coiling in the fire. Open space beyond measure. Large object
stuck & haggard. Characteristics & colors rediscover themselves
in the cinder, & it’s matter of a departure that leaves us
without passing, one would have been able to say: without body,
defenseless, shattered —
I saw my eyes, but diminished, & the sight slowed down, clenched
the face as if it had been filetted, exposing the nerves beneath,
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deep down. However, there was an “us.” This “us” got lost, came
back, trembled, & returned endlessly: I could sense its presence,
a presence of living words. At this point, exactly, there was no
longer occasion for the slightest word. What you sensed straight
of was the mouth: open, shadowed — grass, clay — you are inside
it. Useless to move, to turn around. Everything is invested & made
good, without discrepancy, interval, gap. Further? It’s here.
Otherwise? Here. Two paths: a burst vein under the left temple,
the heart deciding to put on the breaks without warning. But no.
The most surprising thing in our adventure is still this force of
endurance — an endurance that ultimately calculates by itself,
determining its limits without us, capable of exceeding the most
strenuous thought —
Air / It was something completely unknown & new that’d just been
pronounced. Been waiting long? No. What I was waiting for didn’t
have this absent veil, this silence. I had to make an effort to
recognise what was around me, her stretched-out naked body, for
example, face like a clod of earth. More precisely: her body was
always part of the place I found myself in while her face showed
itself in a dark mirror. Thus doubled, she appeared to fall silent
after speaking or shouting. Especially more inaccessible now that
she was at the same time entirely here, only here, like a cadavre
with its head severed: around her, everything was more & more
leaden. However, I knew that if I stretched out my hand to reach
her, I wouldn’t be able to verify anything, that she had become,
while I was asleep, her own bloody & deaf sleep —
Air /
/ Because of a speech uttered in another language,
accentuated, repeated, sung — & immediately forgotten — I knew
that a new story had begun. How many times had this happened? I
was brought to a standstill before I had a chance to make a move.
Just before white. On the volcanic & calm edge of white. Who had
preceded me there? Nobody. A silent shock —
Air /
/
/
/ a narrow, parallel track, traversed the space
coming just before the treeline & the shapes beyond the windows.
It arose, flowed, while remaining transparent, who knows how...
The leaves were & bore these signs, which they ceased to be when
they became leaves but from then on ensured a rapid journey, &
the sentence returned to the beginning, but overly dispersed &
concealed: “it’s written / again once more / empty”
the light was no longer in front of me, but came from much lower,
from a horizon line deployed for a different head to the one I was
carrying for myself. Aren’t we in his head? No. Further —
& at the same time I only saw at times what I saw, the movement
slowing down, I was taking the way in which erasure is its own
violent acceleration. Detached from the current, we cross the
point —
PHILIPPE SOLLERS
translated by GENE EDITED
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MARTIAN
Total Dog Ban

The brain of a man killed in the eruption burned at such a
high temperature that it turned into glass. By then I was
hearing full-blown auditory hallucinations, music that seems
to stride beyond its form. These were the determining pivots:
war, crime, love. . . . There was war, most uncivil, and there
were crimes — before and aft — and I keep falling in love,
sometimes others into me — which is a confounding fact, for
I’m told I am a most dangerous man.
You’ll be asleep most of the trip. My cousin made a greyhound
out of carnations; they were going to put it in the grave with
her. Then mother pulled one of the legs oﬀ. I was caught by
surprise; she has been trying to finish me oﬀ for a long, long
while.
Today’s subject: work that is impossible to archive. Each of
the marshal’s chosen twelve elegantly orchestrated his own
demise on the battlefield, with origin from slain plus choice.
Most of the smaller particles have been vaporized, as if
a moon-visitor had spied upon us as we slept.
Space and its environs
After the noon Angelus he went up to his solitary meal while
the campanile tolled. A sign read RD290 UBER HEX Upgrade
(green malachite, St Simeon Stylites et cetera). There was a
sniper up there with them bells.
‘Listen to the jackals.’
There are no boundaries, no landmarks — I conjured him
from thin air. He is yet to exist, cloistered in thy womb.
An animated conversation then took place at a mountain pass,
with apologies to everyone. He has slipped through. Because
my memories aren’t really memories, expedient exaggeration of
the mortality rate, disease and malformation is taking place.
A miracle is that which seems possible but doesn’t actually
happen, regardless.
Fighting desperation, I passed my days pacing about
the Keep, crowned by its small glazed turret. And therefore,
thought I, could this unprecedented state of aﬀairs not be
classified as an act of war?
All coleopterans are predators, most notably the
grotesque beetle-moth. The night became very dark; in the
beginning, the only sound was a solitary man talking very
fast. This soon faded to silence. My existence is a mystery in
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itself, imprisoned within the task of remembering — and in amid
the lumber of possessions, the wing-spread of numerous raptors.
Never use No, Don’t, Won’t, Can’t, unless.
Do you know the exact portal where pain enters your body? It is the
received opinion of the professor that he has two hearts, a sort
of plastic accordion. You must leave this place, solitudinarian,
barking nomad.
I decided to purchase a t-shirt bearing the single word
guilty, and carry about with me a papier mâché ball and chain.
A suit of arrows was another possibility; there is all manner
of potential. I feed on air. I search my surroundings for the
passage of some afterthought, the action of the first cause (e.g.
glazed ceramic on found stool). Ever since, the event of death
has been regarded as the work of a being who had a name. Everyone
began to think of what he would do or demand if he had the choice
— say, a year of space, two unseparated realms.
As an Englishman, he had his intuitions. I might have
dreamt this, a manner of prosthetic vision. I can control. Think
perspex, think something that moves like that.
The events what dungeoned him
Subsequently, a change of construction took place, in imitation
of my own passing.
1) A colony of beehives.
2) A nomenclature, clung to.
3) It was no good turning back; things are what they are,
estates of a doctorate in terror.
‘Code,’ he whispered.
Simple territory
And, still with the unparalleled courage of a breaking dawn, we
remained. Across the wall of the cave ran a slate pencil drawing
(a hell-gate, some abandoned mappa mundi). We’re close to the
mantle-core interface, a condition characterized by excess of
watery fluid collecting in the cavities of the body. Suddenly she
struck herself on the temple and screamed.
*
He writes a multiplicity of assassins, which casts further
confusion over the correct order of the scenes: in cinema, space
is defined by the frame. (He is about to strangle himself.) Tonguetied at year four, the sinew in the boy’s jaw had to be cut. Mainly
our knowledge of such events is based on other people’s movements
across the earth — aerial perspective, satellite surveillance,
stuﬀ like that.
I list. Fragments of a shiny black material that turned out
to be glass were found within remnants of the victim’s skull.
Gunsmith.
Aerosmith.
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Wordsmith.
‘See, they are trying to distract us.’
Origin is the opening words of everything that sprang out
of my head.
Painful talaria are sprouting through the flesh at his ankles.
Persistently risen from the dead, he was burned at the stake
along with all his writings. During the civil war, people lost
faith in the future altogether; it was like playing against an
unscaleable wall of white ice.
It’s a kind of philosophy all for oneself: who stays awake
and where — working, dwelling, mourning and so on. I’m committed
to your fracture.
Sick at hazard
Betimes he suﬀers a fit of wandering, from which he cannot
awake. He can’t explain, because he strives to maintain nothing
whatsoever. I never wished to be easy to find, composed as I
am from gathered pollen, the sap of trees, coils of discarded
aluminium — yet nonetheless performing what he once described as
‘sacred laughter’. The silence here is like that.
‘Bag the head. Help me bag the head.’
I am almost set in place. The search party was abandoned:
my body, weakened by grief, hath grown brittle in the tightening
abyss et cetera. All origin is literally chewed paper.
A brief confrontation with poverty and the void then took place —
the human rhizome, complete with exit wounds. I thought the river
stood still, held fast in its flow. . . . This paradox disconcerted
my pall-bearers: latewake is mistaken form, outrageous fiend that
you be, sought out and named Shrouder, Hider.
Rumours of the severed head persist — at the haunted castle,
in a ruined city, in someone else’s suitcase: Jupiter like you’ve
never seen him before.
See, P was good at mathematics, albeit burning most of what
he wrote, while J by contrast says she’s hit upon a sort of fecund
emptiness. Neither of them shall live to speak as such — beneath
the hives by the lavender bush, with charges of disturbing public
order, revolt against the empire. In the meantime, a swarm of
violet bees sketched algorithms from a crevice in the flint spire.
That stone was a nacreous pink, unbearably sharp, flecked
with crushed limestone; I can trade a good compliment when I
need to, so much scattered rain and thunder. Congealed in my own
prism, I could think of nothing very much. She was trying to get
a word in.
Deep earth seismic trigger initiative
Trading on the black market for Franklin relics, one of the first
things I noticed was an old lady with a magnifying glass. This
passage features a proportional hazard regression model. On the
surface, nothing can survive.
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‘You could never have known that your spouse led a double
life,’ said mister.
See, suicidal social pathology, wise at our own expense.
Of monstrous elms
We were not stone then but light, ringed about by mutant trees.
Nor have I any need for one of your elementals — I don’t think
he represents, I believe he is that he is. She, by contrast, is
teetering on the edge.
You have been declined. You are property, a need.
Sunlight struck the statue’s carved hair, your shadow
clearly printed across its surface. I slept and woke and the film
was still on: hired assassins with their hoods folded back in the
rain, the bend of that pilgrim track. . . .
‘No, leave that, leave all the dark lanterns.’
Such extreme radiant heat was able to ignite body fat and vaporise
soft tissue; folk had never seen ordnance like this. And the
human terrain system: I now reckon upon a speedy dissolution,
renewed atrophy of your internal organs. But have you noticed how
the signal comes on for one second, then switches oﬀ for about
twenty?
Our own mother killed herself in this house, downstairs in
the cellar while Saturn was passing through Aries. I suppose you
can mould another, can’t you? (In the legitimate theatre, space
is usually defined by the proscenium arch.) It won’t make any
diﬀerence; I am only able to encounter my sovereign self in the
company of paralysed spectators.
On diplomacy and battlefield ethics
I had not figured them smart enough to send out a scouting party.
Very little of the original surface of this threshold remains. He
was born at the remote outpost of coalville.
It’s true, because impossible. There’s almost no plot
(avian girls from Mars et cetera). And I lived as a golden spark
of unnatural light, and I shall come forth as gold, in time.
Now he has a job as a crowd supervisor. A large cairn was
spotted high on the headland of a nearby islet.
‘Upon our death you will make yourself visible. Your mission
is to eliminate them, eleven men one by one, and finally yourself,
numbering twelve in total.’
Today I’m hearing with new ears, but there’s more: you
understand that there is nothing outside of yourself that must be
served. Once the cathedral arch becomes pointed, aesthetically,
I don’t understand architecture anymore. We are double within
ourselves, a gradual descent from light to dark — molten lead,
gold leaf on wound, protozoa and the dorsal column — an abundance
of purity, the chi-square test, nothing but a sea of stones
surrounding us.
‘It’s strange. They didn’t exactly move out: they just
left.’
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Of fops, wits, atheists, sceptics and fakes
I turned up the seven of clubs. Fuck. The reapers were designated
D to K. We got shelled; I forgot who I was. The notice read
young cook-cum-stumblehand wanted, apply within. I applied. We
only hire workers agonizingly susceptible to the electromagnetic
interface the foreman said.
And here I am, the hard-won coda of the fourth dynasty. I am
in the very depths of the pit and I have forgotten how to prey;
origin is late in the mythic sense. I am disassociated by sea, by
immaculate conception. A group of people was organized to look
for someone or something that is lost.
*
He once fell into a trance after tripping over a lizard. He also
said every glimpse is a glimpse worthy of study. Dead members are
simply marked as ‘non-attending’.
Correction: it’s a sweeping wind that we have, crucially,
across the great plains from the east.
‘Can I see some identity, please?’
Well, infantryman, I have these stolen monikered kid gloves.
The frayed edges of his nerves were visible. There is still
a big gap in my thinking, and I doubt that it will ever be
bridged. Traﬃcking with ghosts, the ripples reinforce each other
in geometric progression; we are shorn of fingers, as if staring
along a sharpened edge.
‘There’s this thing called the monosphere.’
A horizontal bar is tethered by rusting guy-ropes, sliced
across the slant of a nerve — Ockham’s razor, or thereabouts. We
also did a fair degree of star-gazing.
Note the way he hangs at rest, suspended from the ceiling
by giant elastic bands. Note how he has inscribed his experiences
onto the surface of his own body. His prized possession was a
monster finishing trap.
I am collecting the mass of inabilities and reluctancies;
I’ll tell you when I am going to leave, and not before.
Since that day, his consort has lost the power of speech, thus it
remained impossible to ascertain what was conveyed in that curious
message. And we haven’t even begun the scheduled slaughter; would
you be able to replace someone, chosen at random from among the
dead?
Later, he told of being locked in a dark cellar from
birth — so far, he has confessed at every interrogation, and now
this silence. Our orders are to fall back and observe, all the
beautiful ones, paralysed in some way or another. I am known for
my subtle subversion of familiar objects, biting the flesh from
their bones, and so forth.
One woman who died has emerged. A dark lantern is a lantern
with a movable panel that can be used to hide the light.
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Pink valve: chance, cornered at last
See, I believe in the performance, every character that I create.
A neighbour tells me the six of them proceeded at the roll of a
die, allowing hazard to determine their manner of conveyance and
direction. Then, apropos of nothing, he adds that prison might
be an interesting experience after all: random beatings, useless
work, afternoons spent excavating wax from the inner ear with the
tail feather of an exotic bird. . . . It is so diﬃcult to find the
very beginning of any phenomenon. Can you still hear me?
I remember what we did, remember it perfectly, I just don’t
usefully remember doing it. We’re not here to communicate.
The two protagonists finally emerged from the mist on the
shingle. Their names were carved upon a dye-kiln set down in the
wilderness.
Butcher Richardson aka Gender Oiler
The victim was smeared with pig’s blood and taken to the municipal
morgue as part of a fake execution. St Vitus was flung into a
kettle of molten lead from which he leapt unscathed. The fox’s
cub had specks of blood on its flank and tail.
I saw. The head of a giantess lay on its side just outside
the penalty area. The physio gave her a shot in the neck: ‘This
may hurt a little’, he snickered benignly while administering the
nerve agent.
Your attention has been archived.
Above the door swung the neon legend Karaoke Abattoir. Each
evening the sun dipped toward Sumatra in the west. Filaments
of cloud were drawn toward the horizon: the buttress of a chalk
ridge beyond, into the darkness of a starlit promontory. The
plantation survivors heard clearly the explosion while they were
taking their lunch — we thought it was a ship in distress firing
its guns they chorused.
From my hotel window I could see the great ox-bow of a
river, dark at its lower reaches, mudbanks defined by the lights
of a dock. Melancholy grandeur she interjects.
Very long seemed the time as vainly we searched, studying
the maps and annotating, internal organs swollen to explode.
Someone had painted the church pews anaemic pink; I placed a shell
alongside the others at the crest of his tomb. Beyond the ruins,
grotesque ceramic heads sat impaled on staves, while underfoot
an heraldic ankh emblazoned the drawbridge — she even forded one
ditch with her slender body, crushing a pontoon of reeds as I
stood gawping. (The key was in the sentry box all along.) Give me
your hand she whispered. Snails — old gold, chrome and white — had
abandoned their shells and fled in the heat, leaving a trail of
spirals underfoot. On incinerated ground we trod a straight path
across a field of ash and bleached vegetation, desiccated pods of
some unnameable yield.
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Something has ruptured our defences, the cloak of
invisibility. News came and went. Nowhere in this wide universe
have we fixed abode, a party of two wanderers.
*
When disco comes back tomorrow, we’re finished. Quick, take a
picture of my hair. There is surely a circle of hell prepared for
those facetious and sarcastic toward those they claim to love.
I am saltigrade, having the feet or legs adapted to leaping
— usually said of spiders, such as members of the family.
Time is just getting underway, a memorable event during which the
foul lake oversunk our feet. I threw away quite a number of things,
for I believed then in travelling light. (His work is notable for
its sophisticated engineering approach and technological style.)
Until the promised man is here to provoke the end, I shimmy and
deceive by electricity of emerald sparks. As they pulled me out
of the oxygen tent, I woke from a coma to find myself reborn in
the Misanthropocene epoch.
The bonobo and the atheist: it was an armed stand-off in the midst
of a hazard alert, and when I turned around that jet pebble with
the throbbing white seam had vanished. My blue veins quivered
under the hand drier, as if quick with their own consciousness.
I eavesdropped the severed tracks of word that compassed me:
‘euphoric gravamen’, where ‘the sallow anarchist raved’, i.e.
the serious part of a complaint or accusation. A coil of rope
floated through the air close to my face at moderate to slow speed,
followed by bone fragments and human meat. Origin is gravity.
One cannot be both sincere and appear so. Examples include
the terminal zone, the aftermad.
Let me tell thee this: today shalt thou behold a subject
die. Nothing can best illustrate this — they assume for us a
thousand faces, imploring, tempting and eager by turns, their
forms characterized by an elliptical shell.
Of potash and antimony
He had me arrested; that was enough. I was conveyed in a sealed
freight wagon — smell of burning on route, the track buckled in
the heat and an infant suﬀocated down the back of the sofa. These
events had seduced my attention, all writing and speech being an
ideolect. Now we’re going to conjure an opportunity.
‘O love,’ she said, gazing up at the sky as she stood.
‘Where’s the fidelity that the deceiver promised?’
Under these conditions, some captains have been known to
turn their hours right round out of caprice, with breakfast at
midnight.
RICHARD MAKIN
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